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Abstract
The thesis is devoted to polynomial time approximation algorithms for a few NP-hard
discrete optimization problems that model real-world issues such as clustering and
multiwinner elections.
Multiwinner elections and clustering problems have very similar settings. Our goal
in both is to choose a fixed number of objects among a finite set of alternatives. We
want to optimize the function of distances/disagreement between input points/voters
and cluster centers/winners.
We exploit similarities and explore the differences in order to understand when
efficient algorithms in one model can be useful in another. The main contributions of
the thesis are the following algorithms and proofs of their approximation factors:
1. The first polynomial time constant-factor approximation algorithm for the Ordered k-Median problem. The constant achieved is equal to 38 +  for any
 > 0. This improves the previous best O(log n)-approximation achieved by
Aouad and Segev [7].
2. The first polynomial time constant-factor approximation algorithm for the Rectangular Ordered k-Median problem. The constant achieved is equal to
15. The previous best approximation was O(log n) [7].
3. The first polynomial time constant-factor approximation for the Harmonic
k-Median problem in general spaces (not only metric). The constant is upperbounded by 2.36. To the best of our knowledge this is the first natural
variant of k-Median that has constant-factor approximation without assuming
the triangle inequality.
4. The first PTAS (polynomial time approximation scheme) for the Minimax Approval Voting problem. This improves the previous best 2-approximation [39].
5. A parameterized approximation scheme for Minimax Approval Voting parameterized by the value d of an optimal solution. The running time is upperbounded by (3/)2d (nm)O(1) . It is essentially optimal assuming the Exponential
Time Hypothesis due to Cygan et al. [56]. The parameterized approximation
scheme allows us to construct a faster PTAS for Minimax Approval Voting.
We believe that the ideas and algorithm analysis techniques developed in this
thesis will be useful in further work on approximation algorithms. We also hope our
results will stimulate more interdisciplinary research on relations between clustering
problems and multiwinner elections.
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Streszczenie
Rozprawa doktorska jest poświęcona algorytmom aproksymacyjnym rozwiązującym
wybrane NP-trudne problemy optymalizacji dyskretnej w czasie wielomianowym.
Rozważane problemy obliczeniowe modelują zagadnienia znane z przemysłowych
i społecznych zastosowań: klastrowanie oraz wybór wielu zwycięzców. W obu rodzajach problemów naszym celem jest wybranie określonej liczby obiektów spośród skończonego zbioru alternatyw; przy tym wyborze kierujemy się optymalizowaniem pewnej
funkcji odległości (niezadowolenia) pomiędzy punktami danych (głosującymi), a centrami klastrów (zwycięzcami).
W trakcie pracy nad nowymi algorytmami rozważaliśmy powyższe podobieństwa,
jak i różnice pozwalające lepiej zrozumieć, kiedy algorytmy efektywne dla jednego zagadnienia mogą być użyteczne tekże w drugim. Głównym wkładem tej rozprawy doktorskiej jest konstrukcja poniżej wymienionych algorytmów oraz analiza ich współczynników aproksymacji:
1. Pierwszy algorytm o stałym współczynniku aproksymacji dla problemu Ordered k-Median. Osiągnięta stała wynosi 38 +  dla dowolnego  > 0. W
ten sposób poprawiliśmy poprzedni najlepszy współczynnik aproksymacji, który
wynosił O(log n), a został osiągnięty przez Aouada oraz Segeva [7].
2. Pierwszy algorytm o stałym współczynniku aproksymacji dla problemu Rectangular Ordered k-Median. Osiągnięta stała wynosi 15. Poprzedni najlepszy współczynnik aproksymacji wynosił O(log n) [7].
3. Pierwszy algorytm o stałym współczynniku aproksymacji dla problemu Harmonic k-Median w ogólnych przestrzeniach (nie tylko metrycznych). Osiągnięta stała jest ograniczona z góry przez 2.36. Zgodnie z naszą wiedzą jest
to pierwszy naturalny wariant problemu k-Median, który potrafimy aproksymować ze stałym współczynnikiem bez zakładania nierówności trójkąta.
4. Pierwszy schemat aproksymacji wielomianowej (PTAS) dla problemu Minimax
Approval Voting. Poprzedni najlepszy współczynnik aproksymacji osiągnięty przez Caragiannisa i innych autorów [39] wynosił 2.
5. Schemat aproksymacji w czasie parametryzowanym dla problemu Minimax
Approval Voting parametryzowanego wartością optymalnego rozwiązania,
którą oznaczamy d. Czas działania jest ograniczony z góry przez (3/)2d (nm)O(1) .
Cygan i inni autorzy [56] pokazali, że zasadniczo jest to najszybszy tego typu
ix
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algorytm przy założeniu Hipotezy Czasu Wykładniczego. Skonstruowany algorytm pomógł nam w opracowaniu szybszego schematu aproksymacji wielomianowej dla Minimax Approval Voting.
Wierzymy, że użyte pomysły i techniki analizy algorytmów zawarte w tej rozprawie
będą użyteczne w dalszych pracach nad algorytmami aproksymacyjnymi. Mamy
również nadzieję, że nasze wyniki będą stymulowały następne badania nad relacjami
pomiędzy problemami klastrowania oraz wyborami wielu zwycięzców.
Słowa kluczowe: algorytmy aproksymacyjne, programowanie liniowe, zaokrąglanie
rozwiązań programów liniowych, algorytmy parametryzowane, klastrowanie, k-median,
umiejscawianie fabryk, wybory wielu zwycięzców, proportional approval voting, minimax approval voting, obliczeniowa teoria wyboru społecznego
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“All models are wrong but some are useful”. This sentence was stated by British
statistician George Box in the late ’70s [24]. There is a lot of motivation for research
on mathematical modelling because of practical needs. Unfortunately, modelling
complex systems can be too difficult and therefore often we do so by using only a
few mathematical formulas and making strong assumptions. Mathematical models
are often just a simplification and idealization of a system or natural phenomena that
one wants to understand and simulate. As a consequence, it seems to be clear that all
models are wrong as they do not describe the complexity of a problem exactly as it
is in reality. On the other hand, depending on the purpose of the modelling, a model
can be less or more accurate, i.e., useful.
Mathematical optimization is useful in modelling different issues in economics,
mechanics, civil engineering, operations research, machine learning, etc. Choosing a
proper optimization problem that models a real-world optimization issue is a crucial
step. Once the problem is chosen, there are two primarily questions one can ask:
how to find an optimal solution and how effectively (quickly) can it be done? Here
computer science can provide some help. Computer science is not about choosing a
proper model and making fair assumptions, but it focuses on effective solving and
understanding the structure of computational problems.
Computing an optimal solution may need a lot of computational resources (time,
memory, etc.). Computational complexity theory (a subfield of computer science)
studies the hardness of finding solutions to computational problems. For example, it
has been proven that many fundamental optimization problems like the Maximum
Satisfiability Problem, the Travelling Salesman Problem and the Maximum Clique Problem are NP-hard [51, 93, 105], i.e., they are at least as hard as
any problem contained in a complexity class called NP (Nondeterministic Polynomial
time) [8]. NP-hard problems cannot be solved in time polynomial in the input size,
assuming P 6= NP. Indeed, it is widely believed that P 6= NP [76]. The “P versus
NP” problem stated by Stephen Cook [51] seems to be the most important open
problem in computer science. It is one of the Millennium Prize Problems listed by
Clay Mathematics Institute in 2000 [40]. The institute funds a prize of 1 milion US
dollars for the discoverer(s). For more about computational complexity theory see a
classical book of Arora and Barak [8].
1
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In recent years researchers in computational complexity theory intensively examine the answers to the questions: how good solution can we find using limited
computational resources? There is a tradeoff between the quality of the solution and
the running time of finding it. We say that an algorithm A is an α-approximation
algorithm for a minimization problem P if for any instance I of P we have
cost(A(I)) ≤ α · OPT(I),
where cost(·) is an objective function of P, A(I) is a solution returned by an algorithm
A and OPT(I) is the value of an optimal solution to an instance I. We are focused on
polynomial time approximation algorithms (unless we state otherwise) as polynomial
time algorithms are seen to be efficient.
α-approximation algorithm gives a solution that is at most α times worse than an
optimal solution. α is called the approximation ratio or the approximation factor and
in general, α can be a function of an instance’s parameters. The closer α to 1, the
better. Achieving an approximation ratio equal to a constant is often a primarly goal
because then the quality of a solution is independent of the input size. The secondary
goal is to have the constant as small as possible. Ideally if we can get a polynomial
time approximation scheme (PTAS) that is an algorithm which takes any  > 0 (as an
additional input) and returns (1 + )-approximate solution in time polynomial in the
input size. Note that there can be any dependence on  in the running time, i.e., it
can be exponential in 1/. For more about approximation algorithms see for example
the book by Williamson and Shmoys [148].
The main issue considered in this thesis is computing in polynomial time an approximation of an optimal solution to a few NP-hard discrete optimization problems
that model real-world issues such as clustering and multiwinner elections.
Clustering
Clustering a given set of objects into k groups that display a certain internal proximity
is a profound combinatorial optimization setting. In a typical setup, we represent the
objects as points in a metric space and evaluate the quality of the clustering by a
certain function of distances within the clusters. There are many objective functions
and assumptions considered dependent on the application. In a centroid based model
of clustering, every cluster has a center. Probably the best known centroid clustering
problem is the k-Means problem [85, 141] which objective function is to minimize
the sum of squared distances from objects to their cluster centers. If the objective
is to minimize the sum of the distances to a cluster center, we call the resulting
optimization problem k-Median [46, 79, 80, 91]. If the objective is to minimize the
maximal distance to a cluster center, then we talk about the k-Center problem [79,
82].
Facility Location
The setting of clustering is similar to facility location problems [14, 72] which have
as a goal opening facilities (centers) that serve the clients (demands). Each possible
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facility location has price for opening a facility. It can model the cost of building a
service center. After opening a set of facilities, a client is served by their closest open
facility and the cost of service is equal to the distance between them (cost of transport
can be modeled as a linear function of distance). The objective function in the
Uncapacitated Facility Location problem [14, 53, 135] is to minimize the sum of
total connection (service) cost and total opening cost. Adding one more assumption,
i.e., capacities of the facilities (the number of clients that can be served simultanously
by a particular facility) we get a problem called Capacitated Facility Location
(CFL) [123]. We can use CFL to model locating hospitals, schools or warehouses
which have limited capacity.
Multiwinner Elections
Clustering problems such as k-Median, k-Means or k-Center can be seen as
multiwinner elections in which we want to choose exactly k winners (cluster centers)
from a set of candidates. In many multiwinner election rules, our goal is to minimize
the function of dissatisfaction (corresponding to distance) over voters (corresponding
to data points). Indeed, k-Median problem corresponds to a minimization variant
of the well known Chamberlin-Courant voting rule [45] in which we care only about
utility to its closest winning candidate.
Approximation algorithms for many election rules have been extensively studied
in the literature. In the world of single-winner rules, there are already very good
approximation algorithms known for the Kemeny rule [2, 52, 96] which minimizes the
sum of the Kendall’s tau distances1 [94, 95] and for the Dodgson rule [37, 38, 68, 83,
114] which minimizes the number of swaps needed to achieve a Condorcet winner,
i.e., a candidate that wins all pairwise comparisons with all the other candidates [21,
59]. A hardness of approximation has been proven for the Young rule [37]. For
the multiwinner case we know good (randomized) approximation algorithms for the
Chamberlin-Courant rule [137], the Monroe rule [137], or the maximization variant
of Proportional Approval Voting [136].
Using approximation and randomized algorithms for finding winners of elections
requires some comment because their outcome can be non-optimal and additionally
it can be different for different random bits. While using approximation or randomization in domains similar to political elections may appear controversial, multiwinner elections have much more diverse applications—such applications include
aggregating preferences of individual agents [50], finding a set of results a search engine should display [64], recommending a set of products a company should offer to
its customers [111, 112], allocating shared resources among agents [117, 136], solving
variants of segmentation problems [98], or even improving genetic algorithms [70].
However, even for political elections, the use of approximation algorithms is a
promising direction. One approach is to view an approximation algorithm as a new,
full-fledged voting rule. Indeed, Sequential Proportional Approval Voting [147], that was used briefly in Sweden during the early 1900s [12], is a greedy
1

Also called “bubble sort” distance as it measures similarity of two ranking lists by the number
of pairwise disagreements.
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algorithm that gives an approximate solution to Proportional Approval Voting. For more discussion and examples of approximation algorithms as full-fledged
voting rules we refer to the following papers [12, 37, 38, 65, 137].
The use of randomized algorithms in multiwinner elections has been advocated
in the literature as well—e.g., one can arrange an election where each participant is
allowed to suggest a winning committee, and the best out of the suggested committees
is selected; in such case the approximation guaranty of the algorithm corresponds to
the quality of the outcome of elections. For a more detailed discussion see the work
of Skowron et al. [137].
Finally, randomized and approximation algorithms seem to be well justified for
high-frequency decisions [11], e.g., online scheduling or online systems.
Relations Between Multiwinner Elections and Clustering Problems
The same objects are given different names in different research areas such as: operations research, artificial intelligence or social choice theory. Computational issues
in the just mentioned research areas formed new interdisciplinary research topics,
i.e., combinatorial optimization [134], machine learning [4] and computational social
choice [28, 66] respectively. In Table 1.1 we systematize terminology mentioned previously and which will be used interchangeably in this thesis. The purpose of Table 1.1
is to highlight problems considered in this thesis that come from different research
fields but have similar settings. Some entries are debatable, for example many voting
rules for multiwinner elections do not define representants of particular candidates.
The table is not complete and obviously there are some simplifications. For example,
in clustering and facility location problems it is almost always assumed that objects lie
in a metric space. This assumption is too strong for multiwinner elections, although
often instances are restricted in other ways, for example, every voter defines the utility of choosing particular candidates assigning rates from a fixed set of rates. In the
Borda rule [150] a voter define bijection between set of rates {m − 1, m − 2, . . . , 1, 0}
and all the candidates2 . The space defined is not necessarily metric but has another
useful structure.
In the discussion above, we do not claim that the models from different fields are
the same. In fact they reflect different purposes of introducing these models. We are
going to take advantage of the similarities of the models to provide solutions used
successfully in different areas. From the other side, the differences are explored in
order to understand why efficient solutions in one model do not work well for another.

2

In fact the rates in the Borda rule follows directly from the orders over candidates. Each voter
gives his or her preference order over all candidates. Each candidate gets as many points as many
candidates are below in the preference orders. This means the top candidate wins with m − 1 other
candidates, the second top candidate wins with m − 2 other candidates, etc.
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problem
name
object
to be chosen
input object
measure
object chosen
group of
similar objects
size
upper bound

combinatorial
optimization

machine
learning

computational
social choice

facility location

(centroid)
clustering
potential
cluster center
data point
distance function
cluster center
cluster

multiwinner
elections
candidate/item

facility
client/demand
connection cost
open facility
clients served by
the same facility
capacity

max. size of
a cluster

voter/agent
dissatisfaction/utility
winner
voters represented
by the same winner
max. number of
represented voters

Table 1.1: Objects considered in this thesis have different names in different
research fields. Each column contains terminology used in a particular research
area.

1.1

Main Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis are the following algorithms and proofs of their
approximation factors.
1. The first polynomial time constant-factor approximation algorithm for the Ordered k-Median problem. The constant achieved is equal to 38 +  for any
 > 0. This improves the previous best O(log n)-approximation achieved by
Aouad and Segev [7].
2. The first polynomial time constant-factor approximation algorithm for the Rectangular Ordered k-Median problem. The constant achieved is equal to
15. The previous best approximation was O(log n) [7].
3. The first polynomial time constant-factor approximation for the Harmonic
k-Median problem in general spaces (not only metric). The constant is upperbounded by 2.36. To the best of our knowledge this is the first natural
variant of k-Median that has constant-factor approximation without assuming
the triangle inequality.
4. The first PTAS (polynomial time approximation scheme) for the Minimax Approval Voting problem. This improves the previous best 2-approximation [39].
5. A parameterized approximation scheme for Minimax Approval Voting parameterized by the value d of an optimal solution. The running time is upperbounded by (3/)2d (nm)O(1) . It is essentially optimal assuming the Exponential
Time Hypothesis due to Cygan et al. [56]. The parameterized approximation
scheme allows us to construct a faster PTAS for Minimax Approval Voting.
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Developed algorithmic techniques might be of independent interest as they can
be useful in further work on approximation algorithms. Also we hope our results will
stimulate more interdisciplinary research on relations between clustering problems
and multiwinner elections.

1.2

Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. In Section 1.3, we introduce the problems considered in the thesis. In each subsection, we formally define problems, give the motivation, describe related works and state the main theorems of the thesis. We also summarize the ideas that led us to our solutions and give intuitions behind our algorithms.
This should be enough for understanding the main problems solved, techniques used
and overall contribution. Formal and detailed proofs for each of the theorems are
contained in Chapters 2-4. In Section 1.4, we point out research papers in which the
results of the thesis have appeared. In Chapter 5, we conclude the thesis by final
remarks and we state open questions for further work.

1.3

Problems Considered

In this section we define problems formally, give motivation for studying them, point
out related works and state the main results of the thesis. For full proofs we refer to
Chapters 2-4 but here we summarize the main ideas used in the proofs.

1.3.1

Ordered k-Median

k-Median and k-Center3 are two approaches to clustering that represent two extrems in their dependence on the variance between the indiviual connection costs in
the evaluated solution. They are defined as follows.
k-Median
Input:
F: a set of facilities, |F| = m,
C: a set of clients, |C| = n,
k: a positive integer as the number of facilities to open,
c: a metric cost function, c : (F ∪ C) × (F ∪ C) → R≥0 .
Notation:
cj (W) := mini∈W cij , for W ⊆ F, j ∈ C, is the smallest connection cost of j
to a facility in W.
Output: A set W ⊆ F, |W| = k that minimizes the sum of connection costs:
X
cj (W).
j∈C

We note that k-Center is often defined as a clustering problem, i.e., F = C is assumed [82].
k-Supplier is a more general problem in which F and C can be different [148].
3
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k-Supplier (k-Center)
Input: The same as in k-Median.
Output: A set W ⊆ F, |W| = k that minimizes the maximal connection cost:
max cj (W).
j∈C

We study a generalization of both k-Median and k-Center, called the Ordered
k-Median problem, where the connection costs are sorted non-increasingly and a
non-increasing weight vector is applied to flexibly penalize the desired fraction of the
highest costs.
Ordered k-Median
Input: The same as in k-Median, and additionally
w = (w1 , . . . , wn ): a non-increasing weight vector, wj ≥ 0.
Notation:
c→ (W) = (c→
j (W) : 1 ≤ j ≤ n) is a non-increasing vector of elements from
{cj (W) : j ∈ C}, where W ⊆ F.
Output: A set W ⊆ F, |W| = k that minimizes the total connection cost:
n
X

wj · c→
j (W).

j=1

We consider metric cost functions because the non-metric cost function does not
allow us to obtain any non-trivial approximation (unless P = NP).
Works Related to Ordered k-Median.
The Ordered k-Median problem generalizes many fundamental clustering and
location problems [9, 31, 46, 82, 86, 107, 145, 146] such as k-Median, k-Center
problems, the k-Centdian problem where the objective is a convex combination of
the k-Median and the k-Center objective, or the k-Facility `-Centrum problem
where the objective accounts for the ` highest connection costs. The ordered median
objective function has also been considered in robust optimization [17, 18, 19, 129]
and multi-objective optimization [73]. For a comprehensive overview we refer the
reader to the books [101, 121] on Ordered k-Median problems and to dedicated
works [25, 119, 120, 124].
The generality of Ordered k-Median renders it intriguing from the computational perspective [7]. For example, whereas k-Median and k-Center can be
solved efficiently on trees by dynamic programming, such approaches seem to fail
for Ordered k-Median due to the lack of separability properties [130]. Regarding
approximability in general metric spaces, constant-factor approximation algorithms
are long known for k-Median [46] and k-Center [82]. In contrast, even developing constant-factor approximations for Ordered k-Median with seemingly simple
topologies such as trees turned out to be non-trivial [7]. In particular, due to the
non-linearity of the objective function there seems to be no obvious way to apply
tools such as metric tree embeddings [7, 15]. Not even non-trivial super-constant approximability results were known for Ordered k-Median until very recently, when
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Aouad and Segev [7] were able to devise an O(log n) approximation algorithm for
the problem using a sophisticated local-search approach and the concept of surrogate
models.
To demonstrate the highly non-local and dependent structure of the objective
function, note that even if the clusters are given, the selection of the cluster centers
cannot be made solely on a per-cluster basis but depends on the decision in other
clusters due to the ranking of distances in the objective.
Due to the above-outlined difficulties in obtaining algorithmic results for the general problem, structural properties of continuous network spaces have been studied [61, 67, 127, 132] where facilities may be placed at interior points on edges,
single-facility models [62, 67, 89, 120], and multi-facility models on special topologies
such as trees [88, 129, 145]. Furthermore, integer programming formulations [119],
branch-and-bound methods [22, 126], heuristics [60, 100, 125, 140], and related location models [128, 130] have been studied. For a survey on the topic we refer the
reader to [121].
Below, we list approximability results for certain specific objective functions that
fall under the framework of Ordered k-Median or closely related and where approximability has been studied for general metrics.

Approximation Algorithms for k-Median, k-Center, and k-Means.
k-Median admits constant-factor approximations via local-search [9], or a direct
rounding of the standard LP [48]. The current best ratio of (2.675+) [31] is obtained
by combining a primal-dual algorithm [86], and a nontrivial rounding of a so-called
bi-point solution based on preprocessing introduced in [107].
The situation with the k-Center setting is simpler. A simple 2-approximation
is obtained via guessing the longest connection distance in the optimal solution [82],
and this is tight assuming P 6= NP (the result holds when F = C). In the setting
F 6= C (called k-Supplier) the Hochbaum and Shmoys method [82] gives a tight 3approximation [148]. Notably, by contrast to the k-Median setting, the most natural
LP for k-Center has unbounded integrality gap.
Also k-Means admits a constant-factor approximation. The (9+)-approximation
local search algorithm for Euclidean k-Means [90] can be shown to provide 25approximation in general metrics. The recent work of Ahmadian et al. [1] decreases
these ratios to 6.357 and 9 + , respectively.

Approximation Algorithms for Further Specific Objective Functions.
A special case of Ordered k-Median that we call the Rectangular Ordered
k-Median problem was considered by Tamir [145] (who called it k-Facility `Centrum). In this setting, we have to open exactly k facilities and the objective
function is just a sum of ` largest client connection costs. We state the problem
formally as follows.
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Rectangular Ordered k-Median (k-Facility `-Centrum)
Input: The same as in Ordered k-Median with the following restriction:
wi = 1 for i ≤ ` and wi = 0 otherwise, for some ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Output: A set W ⊆ F, |W| = k that minimizes the total connection cost:
`
X

c→
j (W).

j=1

Note that Rectangular Ordered k-Median with ` = 1 and ` = n is equivalent to k-Center and k-Median respectively. Tamir [145] gives polynomial time
algorithms that solve the problem (optimally) on path and tree graphs. Obtaining
a constant-factor approximation for Rectangular Ordered k-Median, however,
has been an open problem [7, 145].
One should also notice at least two further, very recent works combining the kCenter objective and the k-Median objective. First, Alamdari and Shmoys [3]
considered a bicriteria approximation algorithm for the k-Center and k-Median
problems, i.e., the objective function is a linear combination of two objectives that are
maximal connection cost in use and sum of all used connection costs. This problem
is known as k-Centdian [146]. They obtained polynomial time bicriteria approximation of (4, 8), where the first factor is in respect to the k-Center objective and
the second factor is in respect to the k-Median objective. (Alamdari and Shmoys
note, however, that the two problems k-Median and k-Center are not approximable simultaneously.) Also k-Centdian is a special case of Ordered k-Median.
The second recent work combining the k-Median and the k-Center objective is the
work of Haris et al. [81] who propose a method to select k facilities that deterministically guarantees each client to have a connection within a certain fixed radius but
also provides a stronger per client bound on cost expectation.
Our Results and Techniques
Our main result is the first constant-factor approximation algorithm for the Ordered k-Median problem (Theorem 16) which improves the previous best O(log n)approximation [7].
Theorem 16. For any  > 0, there exists a randomized algorithm for Ordered
k-Median that computes expected (38 + )-approximate solution in polynomial time
(specifically (nm)O(1/ log(1/)) ).
We are not aware of an LP relaxation for Ordered k-Median with bounded
integrality gap. In our approach we guess a reduced cost function roughly mimicking
the weighting of distances in an optimum solution and solve the natural LP relaxation
for k-Median under this reduced cost function (rather than under the original metric). Subsequently, we round this solution via a dependent LP rounding process by
Charikar and Li [48] for k-Median operating on the original (unweighted) metrics.
The challenge and our main technical contribution consists in analyzing the approximation performance of this approach. In the original analysis of Charikar and
Li [48] for the k-Median objective, a per-client bound on the expected connection cost
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of this client with respect to its fractional connection cost is established. The global
approximation ratio is then obtained by linearity of expectation. The above-described
non-linear, ranking-based character of the objective of Ordered k-Median poses
an obstacle to apply an analogous reasoning also in our more general setting as the
actual weight that is applied to the connection cost of a client depends highly on the
(random) connection costs of the other clients.
We use four key ingredients to overcome this technical hurdle.
First, we show in Theorem 5 that the algorithm provides a constant-factor approximation for rectangular weight vectors.
Theorem 5. There exists a randomized algorithm for Rectangular Ordered
k-Median that computes expected 15-approximate solution in polynomial time.
This already answers the open problem stated in [3, 7]. In our analysis, the
connection cost of a single client is partly charged to a deterministic budget related to
a combinatorial bound based on guessing, and partly to a probabilistic budget whose
expected value is bounded with respect to the fractional LP-solution. This approach
allows us to limit the above-described problematic effect of the variance of individual
client connection costs on the value of the ordered objective function of Ordered
k-Median.
Second, we show a surprising modularity of Charikar and Li’s rounding process
(Lemma 11). The solution computed by this process can be related to the abovementioned combinatorial and fractional bounds simultaneously with respect to all
rectangular objectives. This property is oblivious to the objective with respect to
which the input fractional solution was optimized.
Third, we decompose an arbitrary non-increasing weight vector into a convex combination of rectangular objectives. The aforementioned modularity property provides
a bound for each of those objectives. We show that those bounds nicely combine
to a global bound on the approximation ratio giving a constant-factor approximation
with respect to a combinatorial bound and a fractional bound both under the original,
general weight objective.
Theorem 13. Let I be an instance of Ordered k-Median with a constant number
of different weights in w. There exists a randomized algorithm for Ordered kMedian on I that computes expected 38-approximate solution in polynomial time.
A straightforward application of this approach incorporating weight bucketing
gives only a quasi-polynomial time algorithm (Theorem 15) due to the guessing part.
Theorem 15. For any  > 0, there exists a randomized algorithm for Ordered kMedian that computes expected 38(1 + )-approximate solution in quasi-polynomial
time (specifically (nm)O(log1+ n) ).
To achieve a truly polynomial time algorithm we apply a clever distance bucketing
approach by Aouad and Segev [7], which guesses for each distance bucket the average
weight applied to this bucket by some optimal solution. Our analysis approach applies
also to this more intricate setting but turns out technically more involved.
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Relation to the Works of Chakrabarty and Swamy [41, 43], [42, 44].

Soon after the submission of our paper [35, 36], Chakrabarty and Swamy [41, 43]
announced constant-factor approximation algorithms for Rectangular Ordered
k-Median and also for Ordered k-Median. The result for Rectangular Ordered k-Median appears to be obtained independently. Instead of the LP-rounding
process of Charikar and Li [48], they either use a primal-dual approach or a black-box
reduction to k-Median.
A few months later Chakrabarty and Swamy [42, 44] improved an approximation
constant for Ordered k-Median to 5 + . One of the crucial differences is designing
a deterministic LP-rounding procedure while we constructed a randomized one.

1.3.2

Harmonic k-Median and OWA k-Median

We introduce a general unified framework for two classes of problems: (i) extensions
of the k-Median problem, where clients care about having multiple facilities in their
vicinity, and (ii) finding winning committees according to a number of well-known,
but hard-to-compute multiwinner election rules. Let us first formalize our framework
defining the OWA k-Median problem.
In the OWA k-Median problem we have the same input as in k-Median and also
our goal is to choose a k-subset of facilities. The difference is in the objective function:
in k-Median the cost of a client depends only on the closest opened facility, but in
Ordered k-Median the cost depends on all open facilities. Following Yager [149],
we use ordered weighted average (OWA) operators to define the cost of a client for a
bundle of k facilities W. Formally, let wk = (w1k , . . . , wkk ) be a non-increasing vector
of k weights. We define the wk -cost of a client j for a k-size set of facilities W as
P
→
wk (W, j) = ki=1 wik c→
i (W, j), where c (W, j) is a non-decreasing permutation of the
costs of client j for the facilities from W. Informally speaking, the highest weight is
applied to the lowest cost, the second highest weight to the second lowest cost, etc.
In this thesis we study the following computational problem.
OWA k-Median
Input:
F, C, k, c: the same as in k-Median, but a cost function c : F × C → R≥0
can be general (not necessarily metric),
wk = (w1k , . . . , wkk ): a non-increasing weight vector, wik ≥ 0.
Notation:
→
c→ (W, j) = (c→
1 (W, j), . . . , ck (W, j)) is a non-decreasing permutation of
the costs from {cij : i ∈ W} for j ∈ C and W ⊆ F, |W| = k.
Output: A set W ⊆ F, |W| = k that minimizes the total connection cost:
k
XX

wik c→
i (W, j).

j∈C i=1

We stress the differences with the definition of Ordered k-Median. Here wk is a
vector of k elements (in contrast to w that has n elements). In OWA k-Median the
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vector of weights wk is applied to a sorted vector of k connection costs of a particular
client j to all open facilities W. In Ordered k-Median each client is connected only
to the closest open facility, hence we consider n connection costs that are multiplied
by a vector w of n elements. In OWA k-Median we consider general cost functions
(not necessarily metric).
Note that OWA k-Median in a metric space with weights (1, 0, . . . , 0) is exactly
the k-Median problem. We are specifically interested in the following two sequences
of weights:
(1) harmonic: (1, 1/2, 1/3, . . . , 1/k). By the Harmonic k-Median problem we denote
the OWA k-Median problem with the harmonic vector of weights.
(2) p-geometric: (1, p, p2 , . . . , pk−1 ), for some p < 1.
The two aforementioned sequences of weights, harmonic and p-geometric, have their
natural interpretations, which we discuss later on (for instance, see Examples 1 and 2).
In the following two subsections we discuss the applicability of the studied model
in two settings: multiwinner elections and clustering/facility location.
Multiwinner Elections
Different variants of the OWA k-Median problem are very closely related to the
preference aggregation methods and multiwinner election rules studied in the computational social choice, in particular, and in AI, in general—we summarize this relation
in Table 1.2 and in Figure 1.1. In particular, one can observe that each “median”
problem is associated with a corresponding “winner” problem. Let us now explain
the differences between the winner (“election”) and the median (“centroid clustering”)
problems:
1. The election problems are usually formulated as maximization problems, where
instead of (negative) costs we have (positive) utilities. The two variants, the
minimization (with costs) and the maximization (with utilities) have the same
optimal solutions. Yet, there is a substantial difference in their approximability.
Approximating the minimization variant is usually much harder. For instance,
consider the Chamberlin–Courant (CC) rule which is defined by using the sequence of weights (1, 0, . . . , 0). In the maximization variant standard arguments
can be used to prove that a greedy procedure yields the approximation ratio
of (1 − 1/e). This stands in sharp contrast to the case when the same rule is
expressed as the minimization one; in such a case we cannot hope for virtually
any approximation [137]. Approximating the minimization variant is also more
desired. E.g., a 1/2-approximation algorithm for (maximization) CC can effectively ignore half of the population of voters, whereas it was argued [137] that
a 2-approximation algorithm for the minimization (if existed) would be more
powerful. In this thesis we study the harder minimization variant, and give
the first constant-factor approximation algorithm for the minimization OWAWinner with the harmonic weights.
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multiwinner
election rule

centroid clustering
problem

comment

OWA-Winner [136]

Finding winners according to OWA-Winner
rules is the maximization variant of OWA kMedian (utilities instead of costs).

Thiele methods [147]

Thiele methods are OWA-Winner rules for
binary costs.

Harmonic k-Median
(this thesis)

Proportional
Approval Voting
(PAV) [147]

PAV is the maximization variant of Harmonic k-Median and in PAV we assume
additionally binary costs.

k-Median
[79, 80, 91]

Chamberlin–Courant
(CC) [45]

In CC, usually some specific form of utilities
is assumed—different utilities have been considered, but always in the maximization variant (utilities instead of costs).

OWA k-Median
(this thesis)

Table 1.2: The relation between clustering problems and the corresponding multiwinner election problems studied in AI, in particular in the computational social
choice community.
OWA median
Harmonic median
(harmonic weights)

Proportional Approval Voting
(0-1 costs)
dHondt method
approvals for a single party)

Figure 1.1: The relationship between the
considered models. OWA k-Median is the
most general model. Proportional Approval Voting and Harmonic k-Median
due to the use of harmonic weights can be
viewed as natural extensions of the wellknown and commonly used D’Hondt method
of apportionment [30].

2. In clustering problems it is usually assumed that the costs satisfy the triangle
inequality. This relates to the previous point: since the problem cannot be well
approximated in the general setting, one needs to make additional assumptions.
One of our main results is showing that there is a k-median problem (Harmonic
k-Median) that admits a constant-factor approximation without assuming that
the costs satisfy the triangle inequality; to the best of our knowledge this is the
first known result of this kind.
The special case of Harmonic k-Median where each cost belongs to the binary
set {0, 1} is equivalent to finding winners according to Proportional Approval
Voting (PAV). The harmonic sequence (1, 1/2, 1/3, . . . , 1/k) is in a way exceptional:
indeed, PAV can be viewed as an extension of the well-known D’Hondt method of
apportionment (used for electing parliaments in many contemporary democracies) to
the case where the voters can vote for individual candidates rather than for political parties [30]. Further, PAV satisfies several other appealing properties, such as
extended justified representation [12]. This is one of the reasons why we are specifically interested in the harmonic weights. For more discussion on PAV and other
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approval-based rules, we refer the reader to the survey of Kilgour [97].
OWA k-Median as an Extension of k-Median
Intuitively, our general formulation extends k-Median to scenarios where the clients
not only use their most preferred facilities, but when there exists a more complex
relationship of “using the facilities” by the clients. Similar intuition is captured by
the Fault Tolerant version of the k-Median problem introduced by Swamy and
Shmoys [143] and recently studied by Hajiaghayi et al. [78]. There, the idea is that
the facilities can be malfunctioning, and to increase the resilience to their failures each
client needs to be connected to several of them. The Fault Tolerant k-Median
problem is defined as follows.
Fault Tolerant k-Median
Input: The same as in k-Median, and additionally
rj : a positive integer as the connectivity requirement of client j ∈ C, rj ≤ k.
Notation:
rj (W): the sum of rj largest values from {ci,j : i ∈ W} for
j ∈ C and W ⊆ F, |W| = k.
Output: A set W ⊆ F, |W| = k that minimizes the total connection cost:
X
rj (W).
j∈C

When the values (rj )j∈C are all the same, i.e., if rj = r for all j, then Fault
Tolerant k-Median is called the r-Fault Tolerant k-Median problem and
it can be expressed as OWA k-Median for the weight vector wk with r ones followed by k − r zeros. Yet, in the typical setting of k-Median problems one assumes
that the costs between clients and facilities behave like distances, i.e., that they
satisfy the triangle inequality. Indeed, the (2.675 + )-approximation algorithm for kMedian [31], the 93-approximation algorithm for Fault Tolerant k-Median [78],
the 2-approximation algorithm for k-Center [82], and the (9 + )-approximation algorithm for k-Means [1], they all use the triangle inequality. Moreover it can be
shown by straightforward reductions from the Set Cover problem that there are
no constant factor approximation algorithms for all these settings with general (nonmetric) connection costs unless P = NP.
Using harmonic or geometric OWA weights is also well-justified in case of facility
location problems, as illustrated by the following examples.
Example 1 (Harmonic weights: proportionality). Assume there are ` ≤ k cities, and
for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , `} let Ni denote the set of clients who live in the i-th city. For the
sake of simplicity, let us assume that k · |Ni | is divisible by n. Further, assume that
the cost of traveling between any two points within a single city is negligible (equal
to zero), and that the cost of traveling between different cities is equal to one. Our
goal is to decide in which cities the k facilities should be opened; naturally, we set
the cost of a client for a facility opened in the same city to zero, and—in another
city—to one. Let us consider the Harmonic k-Median problem. Let ni denote the
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number of facilities opened in the i-th city in the optimal solution. We will show that
i|
, i.e., that the number of facilities opened in each city is
for each i we have ni = k|N
n
proportional to its population. Towards a contradiction assume there are two cities, i
j|
i|
and j, with ni ≥ k|N
+ 1 and nj ≤ k|N
− 1. By closing one facility in the i-th city
n
n
and opening one in the j-th city, we decrease the total cost by at least:
|Nj | · wnk j +1 − |Ni | · wnk i =

|Ni |
|Ni |
|Nj |n |Ni |n
−
>
−
= 0.
nj + 1
ni
k|Nj | k|Ni |

Since we decreased the cost of the clients, this could not be an optimal solution. As a
i|
result we see that indeed for each i we have ni = k|N
.
n
Example 2 (Geometric weights: probabilities of failures). Assume that we want to
select k facilities and that each client will be using his or her favorite facility only. Yet,
when a client wants to use a facility, it can be malfunctioning with some probability
p; in such a case the client goes to her second most preferred facility; if the second
facility is not working properly, the client goes to the third one, etc. Thus, a client
uses her most preferred facility with probability 1−p, her second most preferred facility
with probability p(1 − p), the third one with probability p2 (1 − p), etc. As a result,
the expected cost of a client j for the bundle of k facilities W for the weight vector
(1 − p, (1 − p)p, . . . , (1 − p)pk−1 ) is equal to
k
XX

(1 − p)pi−1 c→
i (W, j).

j∈C i=1

Therefore finding a set of facilities that minimize the expected cost of all clients is
equivalent to solving OWA k-Median for the p-geometric sequence of weights (in
fact, the sequence that we use is a p-geometric sequence multiplied by (1 − p), yet
multiplication of the weight vector by a constant does not influence the structure of
the optimal solutions).
Our Results and Techniques
Our main result is a 2.36-approximation algorithm for the Harmonic k-Median
problem (Theorem 23). We do not assume the triangle inequality. This is in contrast
to the innaproximability of most clustering settings with general connection costs.
Theorem 23. There exists a randomized algorithm for Harmonic k-Median that
computes expected 2.36-approximate solution in polynomial time.
Our algorithm is based on dependent rounding of a solution to a natural linear
program (LP) relaxation of the problem. We use the dependent rounding (DR) studied
by Srinivasan et al. [75, 139], which transforms in a randomized way a fractional vector
into an integral one. The sum-preservation property of DR ensures that exactly k
facilities are opened.
DR satisfies what is well known as negative correlation (NC)—intuitively, this
implies that the sums of subsets of random variables describing the outcome are more
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centered around their expected values than if the fractional variables were rounded
independently. More precisely, negative correlation allows one to use standard concentration bounds such as the Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds. Yet, interestingly, we find
out that NC is not sufficient for our analysis in which we need a conditional variant
of the concentration bounds. The property that is sufficient for conditional bounds
is negative association (NA) [87]. In fact its special case that we call binary negative association (BNA), is sufficient for our analysis. It captures the capability of
reasoning about conditional probabilities. Thus, our work demonstrates how to apply the (B)NA property in the analysis of approximation algorithms based on DR.
To the best of our knowledge, Harmonic k-Median is the first natural computational problem, where it is essential to use BNA in the analysis of the algorithm. In
Section 3.1 we discuss in detail the process of dependent rounding (including a few
illustrative examples).
We additionally show in Theorem 29 that the 93-approximation algorithm for
Fault Tolerant k-Median of Hajiaghayi et al. [78] can be extended to Metric
OWA k-Median (OWA k-Median where the costs satisfy the triangle inequality).
Theorem 29. There exists a randomized algorithm for Metric OWA k-Median
that computes expected 93-approximate solution in polynomial time.
The additional assumption for the costs is crucial. Indeed, OWA k-Median is
hard to approximate with any constant for a large class of weight vectors; for instance,
for p-geometric sequences with p < 1/e (Theorem 22 and Corollary 23 in [32]) or for
sequences where there exists λ ∈ (0, 1) such that clients care only about the λ-fraction
of opened facilities (Theorem 21 in [32]).

1.3.3

Minimax Approval Voting

We restrict our attention to approval-based multiwinner rules, i.e., rules where each
voter expresses his or her preferences by providing a subset of the candidates which
he or she approves. Various voting rules are studied in the literature [13, 26]. In
the simplest one, Approval Voting, occurrences of each candidate are counted and
k most often approved candidates are selected. While this rule has many desirable
properties in the single winner case [74], in the multiwinner scenario its merits are
often considered less clear [102], e.g., because it fails to reflect the diversity of interests
in the electorate [97]. Therefore, numerous alternative rules have been proposed,
including Satisfaction Approval Voting, Proportional Approval Voting, and
Reweighted Approval Voting (for details see book chapter [97]).
We study a multiwinner voting rule called Minimax Approval Voting (MAV),
introduced by Brams et al. [27]. Here, we see the votes and the choice as binary strings
of length m (characteristic vectors of the subsets, i.e., the candidate i is approved if
the string contains 1 at position i). For two strings x and y of the same length
the Hamming distance H(x, y) is the number of positions where x and y differ, e.g.,
H(011, 101) = 2. In MAV, we look for a binary string with k ones that minimizes
the maximum Hamming distance to a vote. In other words, MAV minimizes the
disagreement with the least satisfied voter and thus it is highly egalitarian: no voter is
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ignored and a majority of voters cannot guarantee a specific outcome [103, 142]. John
Rawls in his classic book “A Theory of Justice” [131] states that welfare is maximized
when the utility of those society members that have the least is the greatest, so
MAV is a Rawlsian social welfare function. For more general studies on minisum
(utilitarian) and minimax (egalitarian) objectives see the work of Brams et al. [142].
Other egalitarian voting rules have been also studied by Betzler et al. [20].
Much recent research has been devoted to the axiomatic properties of multiwinner
voting rules [65, 71, 133]. The goal is to classify and describe properties of voting
rules because different voting rules have different properties, thus they should be used
in proper scenarios. Let us look at some properties of MAV. MAV is not a proportional type of voting rule. A large group of voters with similar preferences can be
not represented by the number of committee members proportional to the size of the
group. Formally, it was shown that MAV does not satisfy Justified Representation
property [12]. MAV is not strategy-proof [39], i.e., voters can vote strategically to be
less dissatisfied by the outcome. On the other hand MAV supports strong monotonicity with population increase and weak monotonicity without population increase [133],
and it is insensitive to clones [97].
MAV could be used when, for example, proportionality is not needed, agents are
not selfish, but the outcome is required to be acceptable by every voter. A natural
such scenario is when a group of experts have to make a decision or a group of friends
want to choose activities for a holiday. Brams et al. [142, page 403] “commend the
minimax procedure to colleges, universities, and other organizations”.
We focus on the computational complexity of computing the choice based on
the MAV rule. We consider an optimization problem called Minimax Approval
Voting which is defined as follows (in a natural way we also define a decision version).
Minimax Approval Voting
Input:
S = {s1 , . . . , sn }: a multiset of binary strings of length m (also called votes),
k: a positive integer as the number of winners to choose.
Notation:
x[i]: is an i-th letter in a string x,
H(x, y) := {i : x[i] 6= y[i]} is the Hamming distance for two strings x and y.
Output: A string s ∈ {0, 1}m with exactly k ones that minimizes:
max H(s, si ).
i∈{1,2,...,n}

A reader familiar with string problems might recognize that Minimax Approval
Voting is closely related to the classical NP-hard problem called Closest String
which is studied in bioinformatics as a string problem with motivation in DNAsequence-related topics and in the context of coding theory [106].
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Closest String
Input:
S = {s1 , . . . , sn }: a multiset of m-length strings over an alphabet Σ.
Notation:
x[i]: is an i-th letter in a string x,
H(x, y) := {i : x[i] 6= y[i]} is the Hamming distance for two strings x and y.
Output: A string s ∈ Σm that minimizes:
max H(s, si ).
i∈{1,2,...,n}

Indeed, LeGrand et al. [104] showed that Minimax Approval Voting is NPhard as well by reduction from Closest String with a binary alphabet. The first
proof of NP-hardness of Minimax Approval Voting was shown using reduction
from Vertex Cover [103]. This motivated the study on Minimax Approval
Voting in terms of approximability and fixed-parameter tractability.

Previous Results on Minimax Approval Voting
The first approximation result for Minimax Approval Voting was a simple 3approximation algorithm due to LeGrand et al. [104], obtained by choosing an arbitrary vote and taking any k approved candidates from the vote (extending it arbitrarily to k candidates if needed). Next, a 2-approximation was shown by Caragiannis
et al. [39] using a deterministic LP-rounding procedure. They solve the natural LP
relaxation of the problem and round the k highest values to 1 and the rest to 0. Obtained approximation ratio matches the integrality gap of the LP. This is achieved,
for example, when all strings of length m with exactly m/2 ones are given as an input
and k = m/2. Then the optimal solution of the LP is a vector of halves, hence the
LP solution is located exactly in the middle of pairs of complementary strings.
In the area of fixed parameter tractability (FPT) every instance I of a decision
problem P contains additionally an integer r, called a parameter. The goal is to
find a fixed parameter algorithm (also called FPT algorithm), i.e., an algorithm with
running time of the form f (r)(|I|)O(1) , where f is a computable function, which is
typically at least exponential for NP-complete problems. If such an algorithm exists,
we say that the problem P parameterized by r is fixed parameter tractable (FPT).
For more details about FPT algorithms see the textbook of Cygan et al. [54] or the
survey of Bredereck et al. [29] (in the context of computational social choice). The
study of FPT algorithms for Minimax Approval Voting was initiated by Misra et
al. [116]. They show, for example, that Minimax Approval Voting parameterized
by k (the number of ones in the solution) is W [2]-hard, which implies that it does
not admit an FPT algorithm, unless there is a highly unexpected collapse in parameterized complexity classes. From a positive perspective, they show that the problem
is FPT when parameterized by the number of votes n or by the maximum allowed
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distance d. Their algorithm runs in time4 O? (d2d ). 5 For a study on FPT complexity
of generalizations of Minimax Approval Voting see the work of Baumeister et
al. [16].
Previous Results on Closest String
It is interesting to compare the known results on Minimax Approval Voting with
the corresponding ones on the better researched Closest String. The first PTAS
for Closest String was given by Li et al. [106] with the running time bounded
4
by nO(1/ ) where n is the number of the input strings. This was later improved by
log 1/
2
Andoni et al. [6] to nO( 2 ) , and then by Ma and Sun [113] to nO(1/ ) .
The first FPT algorithm for Closest String, running in time O? (dd ) was given
by Gramm et al. [77]. This was later improved by Ma and Sun [113], who gave an
algorithm with running time O? (2O(d) · |Σ|d ), which is more efficient for constant-size
alphabets. Further substantial progress is unlikely, since Lokshtanov et al. [110] have
shown that Closest String admits no algorithms running in time O? (2o(d log d) ) or
O? (2o(d log |Σ|) ), unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) [84] fails.
Open Questions
The discrepancy between the state of the art for Closest String and Minimax
Approval Voting raises interesting questions.
First, does the additional constraint on the number of ones in Minimax Approval Voting really make the problem harder? Is Minimax Approval Voting
hard to approximate below 2 as it is for k-Center [82]? Note that Minimax Approval Voting (as well as Closest String) is a special case of the 1-Center
problem on a hypercube that has an exponentially large set of facilities (2m ) but the
input size is only nm.
Similarly, although in Minimax Approval Voting the alphabet is binary, no
? O(d)
O (2 )-time algorithm is known, in contrast to Closest String. Can we find such
an algorithm? In this thesis we answer the question on approximability of Minimax
Approval Voting by presenting the following results.
Our Results and Techniques
We show the first polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for Minimax Approval Voting (Theorem 39) which improves the previous best 2-approximation [39].
Theorem 39. For any  > 0 we can find (1+)-approximation solution for Minimax
4
4
Approval Voting in polynomial time nO(1/ ) ·mO(1) +nO(1/) ·mO(1/ ) with probability
at least 1 − p, for any fixed p > 0.
The O? notation suppresses factors polynomial in the input size.
Actually, Misra et al. [116] claim the slightly better running time of O? (dd ). However, there is a
flaw in the analysis [108, 115]: it states that the initial solution v is at distance at most d from the
solution, while it can be at distance 2d because of, what we call here, the k-completion operation.
This increases the maximum depth of the recursion to d (instead of the claimed d/2).
4
5
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Our approximation scheme is based on the PTAS for Closest String [106].
Technically, our contribution is the method of handling the number of ones in the
output. We also believe that our presentation is somewhat more intuitive.
The general idea behind our PTAS is to find a small enough subset X of votes
that is a “good representation” of the whole set of votes S. Then the candidates
are partitioned into those for which voters in X agree and the remaining candidates.
For the “consensus candidates” we fix our decision to the decision induced by votes
in X (additionally correcting the number of selected candidates in the “consensus”
set). Next, we consider the optimization problem of finding a proper subset of the
remaining candidates to join the committee. The key insight is that there exists a
small enough subset X such that the induced decision for the “consensus candidates”
will not be a big mistake.
For a description of our further results, let us recall the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) of Impagliazzo and Paturi [84]. ETH states that there exists a constant
c > 0, such that there is no algorithm solving 3-CNF-SAT in time O? (2cn ), where n
is the number of variables in the given 3-CNF-SAT instance. In recent years, ETH
became the central conjecture used for proving tight bounds on the complexity of
various problems, see the survey of Lokshtanov et al. [109]. Nevertheless, ETH-based
lower bounds seem largely unexplored in the area of computational social choice [122].
Cygan et al. [56] showed that, unless ETH fails, there is no algorithm for Minimax
Approval Voting running in time O? (2o(d log d) ). The result uses a reduction from
the k × k-Clique problem. Socała [138] provides an alternative reduction directly
from (3, 4)-CNF-SAT. As a corollary, the algorithm of Misra et al. [116] is essentially optimal, and indeed, in this sense Minimax Approval Voting is harder than
Closest String.
Motivated by this, we show a parameterized approximation scheme for the decision
version of Minimax Approval Voting.
Theorem 40. There exists a randomized algorithm which, given an instance (S =
{si }i∈[n] , k, d) of the decision version of Minimax Approval
Voting (d is the re


quired maximal distance) and any  ∈ (0, 3), runs in time O

 2d
3


· (m + n) + mn

and either
(i) reports a solution at a distance at most (1 + )d from S, or
(ii) reports that there is no solution at a distance at most d from S.
In the latter case, the answer is correct with probability at least 1 − p, for arbitrarily
small fixed p > 0.
Our algorithm uses a branching tree technique similarly to the O? (d2d )-time algorithm of Misra et al. [116] but instead of considering all possible branches for a swap
of 0 and 1 (deterministically) we sample uniformly at random a pair for a swap. We
show that while there can be only one “good” branch for an optimal solution there is
a constant fraction (dependent on ) of “good” branches for the (1 + )-approximate
solution.
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Note that the lower bound of Cygan et al. [56] implies that, under (a randomized
version of) ETH, this is essentially optimal, i.e., there is no parameterized approximation scheme running in time O? (2o(d log(1/)) ). Indeed, if such an algorithm existed,
by picking  = 1/(d + 1) we would get an exact algorithm which contradicts our lower
bound.
Finally, we get a faster PTAS for Minimax Approval Voting.
Theorem 46. For any  > 0 we can find (1+)-approximation solution for Minimax
2
Approval Voting in polynomial time nO(1/ ·log(1/)) · mO(1) with probability at least
1 − r, for any fixed r > 0.
The idea is to use our parameterized approximation scheme for small values of an
optimal solution. For large enough values of an optimal solution we use independent
rounding of a solution to the natural LP relaxation of the problem and apply the
Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds which might be of independent interest (Theorem 43).
The new PTAS is much faster than the previous one. In particular, the new
4
running time does not contain the mO(1/ ) term, so one should expect a considerable
speed-up when the number of votes is large. The running time of our faster PTAS
almost matches the one of the fastest known PTAS for Closest String (up to a
log(1/) factor in the exponent).
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1.4

Research Papers Being a Base of the Thesis

This thesis is based on the results contained in the following papers:
• All results contained in Chapter 2 were published in a conference paper:
Jarosław Byrka, Krzysztof Sornat and Joachim Spoerhase.
Constant-Factor Approximation for Ordered k-Median. STOC 2018 [36].
• A preliminary version of the results contained in Chapter 3 appeared in a conference paper:
Jarosław Byrka, Piotr Skowron, Krzysztof Sornat.
Proportional Approval Voting, Harmonic k-Median, and Negative Association.
ICALP 2018 [33].
• A preliminary version of the first PTAS for Minimax Approval Voting
contained in Section 4.1 appeared in a conference paper:
Jarosław Byrka, Krzysztof Sornat.
PTAS for Minimax Approval Voting. WINE 2014 [34].
• A parameterized approximation scheme and a faster PTAS for Minimax Approval Voting, contained in Section 4.2 and 4.3 respectively, were published
in a journal paper:
Marek Cygan, Łukasz Kowalik, Arkadiusz Socała and Krzysztof Sornat.
Approximation and Parameterized Complexity of Minimax Approval Voting.
Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research 63, 2018 [56].
A preliminary version of both results appeared in a conference paper:
Marek Cygan, Łukasz Kowalik, Arkadiusz Socała and Krzysztof Sornat.
Approximation and Parameterized Complexity of Minimax Approval Voting.
AAAI 2017 [55].
During my PhD studies I also worked on other topics which resulted in the following papers:
• Georgios Amanatidis, Evangelos Markakis and Krzysztof Sornat.
Inequity Aversion Pricing over Social Networks: Approximation Algorithms and
Hardness Results. MFCS 2016 [5].
The paper contains approximation algorithms and APX-hardness proof for a
social network (graph) problem called Inequity Aversion Pricing.
• Piotr Faliszewski, Pasin Manurangsi and Krzysztof Sornat.
Approximation and Hardness of Shift-Bribery. AAAI 2019 [69].
The paper contains the first PTAS for the Shift-Bribery problem with general positional scoring rules and inapproximability results for the Copelandα Shift-Bribery problem assuming ETH or Gap-ETH.

Chapter 2
Ordered k-Median
In this chapter we show the first constant-factor approximation algorithm for Ordered k-Median (Theorem 16) which improves the previous best O(log n)-approximation due to Aouad and Segev [7].
In Section 2.1 we describe the algorithmic framework used in this chapter.
In Section 2.2 we show a 15-approximation algorithm for a special case called
Rectangular Ordered k-Median (Theorem 5) which generalizes k-Median and
k-Center. Then, we show a surprising modularity of Charikar and Li’s rounding process (Lemma 11). The solution computed by this process is related to all rectangular
objectives.
In Section 2.3 we decompose an arbitrary non-increasing weight vector into a convex combination of rectangular objectives. The aforementioned modularity property
provides a bound for each of those objectives. This gives a polynomial time algorithm
for Ordered k-Median with a constant number of different weights (Theorem 13)
Then, we use weight bucketing to get a quasi-polynomial time algorithm due to the
guessing part (Theorem 15).
In Section 2.4 we apply a clever distance bucketing approach by Aouad and
Segev [7] with technically more involved analysis. This results in a polynomial time
algorithm for Ordered k-Median (Theorem 16).
Additional notation for this chapter.
P
cost(W) := nj=1 wj · c→
j (W) is the total connection cost in Ordered k-Median
objective for a solution W ⊆ F.
P
cost` (W) := `j=1 c→
j (W) is the total connection cost in Rectangular Ordered
k-Median objective with parameter ` (i.e. w` = 1 and w`+1 = 0) for a solution
W ⊆ F.
In cost(·) and cost` (·) notation we ommit w, c, C and c, C respectively because they
can be deduced from the context.
Let j ∈ C be a client. Then B(j, r) denotes the set of all facilities i ∈ F with
cij < r, that is, B(j, r) is an open ball (in the set of facilities) of radius r around j.
We will assume w.l.o.g. that w1 = 1 in the definition of Ordered k-Median.
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Definition 1. Consider an instance of Ordered k-Median. A reduced cost function cr is a (not necessarily metric) function cr : D × D → R≥0 such that for all
i, i0 , j, j 0 ∈ D we have that crij ≤ cij and that cij ≤ ci0 j 0 implies crij ≤ cri0 j 0 .
Reduced cost functions arise naturally for Ordered k-Median since in its objective function non-increasingly sorted distances are multiplied by non-increasing
weights which are smaller or equal to 1.

2.1

Algorithmic Framework

In what follows we describe the algorithmic framework used in this chapter. Some
parts of this framework will be tailored to specific settings and are thus described
later.
Our algorithms consist of two parts: an LP-solving and an LP-rounding part.
In the LP-solving part, we compute an optimal solution to an LP-relaxation, which
is (apart from the objective function) identical to the standard LP relaxation for kMedian. However, instead of using the input metrics c in the objective function, we
employ a reduced cost function cr . Intuitively, in cr the distances are multiplied by
roughly the same weights as in a guessed optimal solution.
In the LP-rounding part the fractional solution provided by the above-described
guessing will be rounded to an integral solution by applying the algorithm of Charikar
and Li [48]. In contrast to the LP-solving part, this algorithm operates, however, in
the original metric space rather than in the (generally non-metric) reduced cost space.

2.1.1

LP-Relaxation

Let LP(cr ) be the following relaxation of a natural ILP formulation of k-Median
under some reduced cost function cr .
minimize

X

crij xij

s.t.

(2.1)

i∈F,j∈C

X

xij ≤ yi

i ∈ F, j ∈ C

(2.2)

xij = 1

j∈C

(2.3)

i∈F

X

yi = k

(2.4)

i∈F

0 ≤ xij , yi ≤ 1

i ∈ F, j ∈ C

(2.5)

Here, yi denotes how much facility i is open (0—closed, 1—opened) and xij indicates how much client j is served by facility i (0—non-served, 1—served). Equality (2.4) ensures that exactly k facilities are opened (possibly fractionally), (2.3)
guarantee that each client is served (possibly fractionally). (2.2) do not allow a facility to serve a client more than how much it is opened. For each client j ∈ C let
P
crav (j) = i∈F crij xij denote the fractional (or average) reduced connection cost of j.
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Guessing and LP-Solving

Note that if cr = c where c is the input metrics, LP(c) becomes the standard LP
relaxation for the classical k-Median objective. In order to obtain a valid lower
bound LP(cr ) for an Ordered k-Median instance, we employ guessing of certain
distances in an optimal solution. The details of the guessing are setting-specific and
are thus described later.
Below, we describe some basic normalization steps for a feasible solution (x, y) to
LP(cr ).
Definition 2. Let (x, y) be a feasible solution to LP(cr ) where cr is some reduced
cost function. We call the assignment x of clients to facilities distance-optimal if x
P
minimizes i∈F,j∈C cij xij when y is kept fixed.
Lemma 3. We can w.l.o.g. assume that an optimal solution (x, y) to LP(cr ) for some
reduced cost function cr satisfies the following properties.
(i) For any facility i ∈ F we have yi > 0,
(ii) for any i ∈ F, j ∈ C we have xij ∈ {0, yi },
(iii) the assignment x is distance-optimal.
Proof. To see the third property fix the opening vector y and some client j. Now
sort all facilities i in non-decreasing order of their distance cij to j and greedily
assign as much of the remaining demand of j to the current facility i (respecting the
constraint xij ≤ yi ). Stop when the full demand of j is served and repeat this process
for all clients. Since the reduced cost function cr respects the order of the original
distances (see definition) the resulting assignment is optimal also under the reduced
cost function.
The first and second properties are folklore and can be achieved by removing or
duplicating facilities (see [48]).
We define Fj = {i ∈ F : xij > 0}. For F0 ⊆ F we define the volume of F0 as
P
vol(F0 ) = i∈F0 yi . Note that vol(Fj ) = 1 for any feasible solution.

2.1.3

LP-Rounding: Dependent Rounding Approach
of Charikar and Li

We round the fractional solution obtained in the LP-solving phase to an integral
solution by the (slightly modified) LP-rounding process of Charikar and Li [48] for
k-Median.
To apply this algorithm note that the feasibility of a solution (x, y) to LP(cr ) does
not depend on the cost vector cr . This enables us to compute an optimum solution
(x, y) to LP(cr ) for some appropriate reduced cost function and to subsequently apply
the rounding process of Charikar and Li (which operates on the original metrics c)
to the solution (x, y). In the analysis, we have to exploit how cr and c are related in
order to bound the approximation ratio of the algorithm.
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The rounding algorithm of Charikar and Li consists of four phases: a clustering
phase, a bundling phase, a matching phase, and a sampling phase (see Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1: Rounding Algorithm by Charikar and Li [48]
Data: feasible fractional solution (x, y) to LP(cr ) satisfying the properties of
Lemma 3
Result: set of k facilities
/* Clustering phase */
/* run a clustering procedure to compute a set C0 ⊆ C of cluster
centers so that each client j ∈ C is “close” to some cluster center
j 0 ∈ C0 and so that the cluster centers are “far” from each other */
C0 ← Clustering(x, y);

1

/* Bundling phase */
for j ∈ C0 do
Rj ← 12 minj 0 ∈C0 ,j 0 6=j (cjj 0 );
Uj ← Fj ∩ B(j, Rj );

2
3
4

7

/* Matching phase */
M ← ∅;
while there are unmatched clients in C0 do
add to M a pair from C0 that is the closest pair among unmatched clients in C0

8

/* Sampling phase (dependent rounding) */
/* Apply dependent randomized rounding as described by Charikar and Li
[48] preserving the marginals for the individual facilities, bundles,
matched pairs in M, and set F */
return DependentRounding(x, y, {Uj }j , M, F)

5
6

Below we give some intuition on the different phases. More formal arguments will
be given later.
The purpose of the clustering procedure is to compute a set C0 ⊆ C of cluster
centers so that each client j ∈ C is “close” to some cluster center j 0 ∈ C0 and so
that the cluster centers are “far” from each other. We thus may think of the cluster
centers representing all remaining clients. The implementation of the procedure and
the meaning of “close” and “far” is application-specific and will thus be described
later.
In the bundling phase each cluster center j ∈ C0 is associated with a bundle Uj of
facilities. We will show that the volume of each bundle is at least 1/2 and that they
are pairwise disjoint1 .
In the matching phase cluster centers are paired in a greedy manner. The total
volume of the bundles of a matched pair is at least 1. This will ensure that in the
1

We employ a simple unoptimized version of the argument, which is sufficient for constant-factor
approximations. In the original optimized version the bundles are based on larger balls that may
overlap but are made disjoint in a greedy manner. This allows Charikar and Li to obtain an improved
approximation factor.
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subsequent sampling phase at least one facility per pair is opened.
In the sampling phase we use the dependent randomized rounding procedure described by Charikar and Li [48] to open facilities and obtain a feasible solution. The
procedure satisfies the following properties (as in the original work of Charikar and
Li):
Lemma 4. Let (x, y) be a feasible solution to LP(cr ) and assume that vol(Uj ) ≥ 1/2
and Uj ∩ Uj 0 = ∅ for all distinct j, j 0 ∈ C0 . There is an efficient, randomized implementation of procedure DependentRounding in Algorithm 1 such that the following
holds.
(i) Each facility i ∈ F is opened with probability precisely yi ,
(ii) in each bundle Uj with j ∈ C0 a facility is opened with probability precisely
vol(Uj ),
(iii) for each matched pair (j, j 0 ) in M at least one facility in Uj ∪ Uj 0 will be opened,
(iv) in total at most k facilities are opened.
It is used that (x, y) is a (not necessarily optimal) feasible solution to LP(c),
vol(Uj ∪Uj 0 ) ≥ 1 for all distinct j, j 0 ∈ C0 , and that the union of set families {{yi }}i∈F ,
{Uj }j∈C0 , {Uj ∪ Uj 0 | (j, j 0 ) ∈ M}, {F} forms a laminar family. The laminarity follows
from the construction in the algorithm. The property vol(Uj ∪ Uj 0 ) ≥ 1 follows from
the assumption vol(Uj ) ≥ 1/2 and Uj ∩ Uj 0 = ∅ for all distinct j, j 0 ∈ C0 , which
depends on the implementation of the clustering procedure and has thus to be proven
for the specific implementation.

2.2

Rectangular Weight Vectors

In this section, we apply the algorithmic framework described in the previous section,
to obtain a constant-factor approximation algorithm for Rectangular Ordered
k-Median, which generalizes k-Median and k-Center. More specifically, we will
show the following.
Theorem 5. There exists a randomized algorithm for Rectangular Ordered
k-Median that computes expected 15-approximate solution in polynomial time.
To proof this theorem, we need to fill in the following two missing parts of the
framework: guessing of the reduced cost space and the clustering procedure in the
rounding part.

2.2.1

Guessing and Reduced Costs

In the LP-solving phase, we guess the value T of `-th largest distance in an optimum
solution to Rectangular Ordered k-Median. (This is the smallest distance that
is counted in the total connection cost with non-zero weight.) As the correct guess
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of T is the distance between a client and a facility the guessing can be performed by
considering only O(mn) options for T .
For each i ∈ F, j ∈ C, we define the reduced cost
cTij =


c

ij

0

if cij ≥ T,
otherwise,

(2.6)

that will be used as a cost function in our LP for the Ordered k-Median.
An optimal solution (x, y) to LP(cT ) is a feasible solution for LP(c) as well. As
P
P
introduced in Section 2.1.1, we use cav (j) = i∈F xij · cij and cTav (j) = i∈F xij · cTij
to denote the average connection cost and the average reduced connection cost of a
client j ∈ C, respectively.

2.2.2

Dedicated Clustering

The following two clustering methods (Algorithms 2 and 3) will be considered. The
algorithms differ only slightly and we have underlined the differences. We first analyze
using Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Dedicated Clustering

1
2
3

Data: feasible fractional solution (x, y) to LP(c)
Result: set C0 ⊆ C of cluster centers
C0 ← ∅;
C00 ← C;
P
cTav (j) ← i∈F xij · cTij for all j ∈ C;

8

while C00 is non empty do
take j ∈ C00 with the smallest cTav (j);
add j to C0 ;
delete from C00 client j;
delete from C00 all clients j 0 with cjj 0 ≤ 4cTav (j 0 ) + 4T

9

return C0

4
5
6
7

Algorithm 3: Oblivious Clustering

1
2
3

Data: feasible fractional solution (x, y) to LP(c)
Result: set C0 ⊆ C of cluster centers
C0 ← ∅;
C00 ← C;
P
cav (j) ← i∈F xij · cij for all j ∈ C;

8

while C00 is non empty do
take j ∈ C00 with the smallest cav (j);
add j to C0 ;
delete from C00 client j;
delete from C00 all clients j 0 with cjj 0 ≤ 4cav (j 0 )

9

return C0

4
5
6
7
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This clustering procedure is very similar to the one of Charikar and Li (see also
Section 2.2.4 below) except for the fact that the procedure needs to know the threshold
T of the guessing phase2 . This dependence allows a simpler and better analysis for
Rectangular Ordered k-Median. In Section 2.2.4, we will describe how to get
rid of this dependency, which allows us to generalize the result.

2.2.3

Analysis of the Algorithm

In the following we analyze Algorithm 1 using the procedure Dedicated Clustering.
Observation 6. We have cTij ≤ cij ≤ cTij + T for any i ∈ F, j ∈ C and consequently
cTav (j) ≤ cav (j) ≤ cTav (j) + T .
The following two lemmas and their proofs are modifications of the corresponding
claims by Charikar and Li [48].
Lemma 7. The following two statements are true for Algorithm 1 with Dedicated
Clustering .
(i) For any j, j 0 ∈ C0 we have that
cjj 0 > 4 max(cTav (j), cTav (j 0 )) + 4T .
(ii) For any j ∈ C \ C0 there is a client j 0 ∈ C0 with
cTav (j 0 ) ≤ cTav (j) and cjj 0 ≤ 4cTav (j) + 4T .
Proof. To see (i) assume w.l.o.g. that j is considered before j 0 as a potential cluster center in the algorithm. Thus cTav (j) ≤ cTav (j 0 ). If cjj 0 ≤ 4cTav (j 0 ) + 4T =
4 max(cTav (j), cTav (j 0 )) + 4T then j 0 would be deleted from C00 when j is considered.
A contradiction to the fact that j 0 is a cluster center.
In order to see (ii), consider an arbitrary client j ∈ C \ C0 . As j is not a cluster
center it was deleted from C00 when some cluster center j 0 ∈ C0 was considered. For
this cluster center we have cjj 0 ≤ 4cTav (j) + 4T .
Lemma 8. The following two statements are true for Algorithm 1 with Dedicated
Clustering.
(i) vol(Uj ) ≥ 0.5 for all j ∈ C0 .
(ii) Uj ∩ Uj 0 = ∅ for all j, j 0 ∈ C0 , j 6= j 0 .
Proof. To prove statement (i) consider an arbitrary j ∈ C0 . Let j 0 ∈ C0 be such
that 2Rj = cjj 0 . We have cjj 0 > 4cTav (j) + 4T ≥ 4cav (j) and hence, Rj > 2cav (j).
P
P
P
Therefore, cav (j) = i∈Fj xij cij ≥ i∈Fj \Uj xij cij ≥ Rj · i∈Fj \Uj xij ≥ Rj · vol(Fj \ Uj )
where the last inequality follows because xij = yi for all i ∈ F and j ∈ C0 . Therefore
vol(Fj \ Uj ) < 1/2 and vol(Uj ) > 1/2.
To prove (ii) consider distinct j, j 0 ∈ C0 . By the definition of Rj we have cjj 0 ≥ 2Rj .
Hence, for any facility i in B(j, Rj ) we have cij < cij 0 , which implies (ii).
2

Note that we use T explicitly but also implicitly in the average reduced cost cTav (j).
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We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

Proof of Theorem 5. Let WOPT be an optimum integer solution under the objective cost` , let (x, y) be the optimum (fractional) solution to LP(cT ), and let A be
the (random) solution output by Algorithm 1. Let OPT = cost` (WOPT ), OPT∗ =
P
T
T
i∈F,j∈C cij xij , and ALG = cost` (A) be the values of an optimal solution, LP(c ) and
∗
Algorithm 1, respectively. Note that OPT ≤ OPT because WOPT can be interpreted
as a feasible solution to LP(cT ).
Let j ∈ C be a client and let Cj be the random variable denoting the distance
(according to the original metrics c) traveled by j in A. The idea of the analysis is
to define two separate budgets (random variables) Dj and Xj that together give an
upper bound on Cj , that is, Cj ≤ Dj +Xj . The budget Dj is “deterministically” set to
5T and does not depend on the random choices of the algorithm. The “probabilistic”
budget Xj is a random variable (depending on the random choices made by the
algorithm) that is constructed in an incremental way below. We will show below
that (by suitably constructing Xj ) the connection cost Cj of j can actually be upper
bounded by Dj + Xj and that E[Xj ] ≤ 10 · cTav (j). We claim that this will complete
our proof of a 15-approximation. To this end, note that at most ` clients j contribute
their deterministic budget Dj to cost` (·) because at most ` distances are actually
accounted for in the objective function. Unfortunately, an analogous reasoning does
not hold true for the expected value of the random variables Xj . (For example, note
that E[max(X1 , . . . , Xn )] is generally unbounded in max(E[X1 ], . . . , E[Xn ]) in the case
of ` = 1.) However, we can just sum over all those random variables obtaining the
following upper bound on the total expected connection cost:
E[ALG] ≤ Dj · ` +

X
j∈C

E[Xj ] ≤ 5` · T + 10 ·

X

cTav (j) ≤ 15 · OPT.

j∈C

For the last inequality, note that by our guess of T we have that OPT ≥ `·T and from
P
the definition of LP(cT ) we have OPT∗ = j∈C cTav (j). To establish that Cj ≤ Dj +Xj
consider an arbitrary client j with connection cost Cj . We incrementally construct
our upper bound on Cj starting with 0. Each increment will be either charged to Dj
or Xj .
Consider a client j and the cluster center j 0 it is assigned to (possibly j = j 0 ). We
have that cjj 0 ≤ 4cTav (j) + 4T by Lemma 7 (ii). We charge 4T to Dj and 4cTav (j) with
probability 1 to Xj .
We now describe how to pay for the transport from j 0 to an open facility. There
are two cases to distinguish. Either a facility within a radius T around j 0 is opened
or not. If yes, then this cost can be covered by charging an additional amount of T
to Dj . In this case the total cost is upper bounded by Dj = 5T plus Xj where we
have E[Xj ] = 4cTav (j) ≤ 10cTav (j) as desired.
If no facility within a radius T around j 0 is opened then observe that for each
facility i with cij 0 ≥ T we have that cTij 0 = cij 0 . We now continue to bound the
connection cost for this case. Let j 00 be the closest client distinct from j 0 in C0 . We
consider the case where j 0 and j 00 are not matched. (The case where they are matched
is simpler.) Let j 000 be the client in C0 to which j 00 is matched, i.e., (j 00 , j 000 ) ∈ M. By
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the dependent rounding process one facility in Uj 00 ∪ Uj 000 will be opened. We have
that cj 0 j 00 = 2Rj 0 =: 2R (where Rj is defined as in Algorithm 1) and thus cj 00 j 000 ≤ 2R
and Rj 00 , Rj 000 ≤ R (otherwise, j 00 would not have been matched with j 000 but with j 0 ).
This means that, in case no facility is opened in the bundle Uj 0 the client j travels
an additional distance of at most max(cj 0 j 00 +Rj 00 , cj 0 j 00 +cj 00 j 000 +Rj 000 ) ≤ 2R+2R+R ≤
5R.
If a facility is opened in the bundle Uj 0 then we charge this additional connection
cost to Xj . The contribution of this case to E[Xj ] is (by Properties (i) and (ii) of
Lemma 4) at most
X

i∈Uj 0 \B(j 0 ,T )

≤

X

X

yi cij 0 =

X

xij 0 cij 0 =

i∈Uj 0 \B(j 0 ,T )

xij 0 cTij 0

i∈Uj 0 \B(j 0 ,T )

xij 0 cTij 0 = cTav (j 0 ) .

i∈Fj 0

Here, the first equality follows by our assumption xij ∈ {0, yi } from Section 2.1.2.
The second equality follows because we assume that no facility is opened in B(j 0 , T )
and since cij 0 = cTij 0 for all i ∈ Uj 0 \ B(j 0 , T ).
We finally handle the case where no facility in Uj 0 is opened and where j additionally travels a distance of at most 5R. We charge this additional cost to Xj .
We bound the probability that this case occurs. We claim that vol(Uj 0 ) is at least
1 − cTav (j 0 )/R. To see this, recall that 2R ≥ cj 00 j 000 > 4 max(cTav (j 00 ), cTav (j 000 )) + 4T
thus R > T . Note that the reason of adding the quantity 4T in the clustering phase
(Algorithm 2, line 8) is to have the property R > T (in the original algorithm of
Charikar-Li [48] this property is not necessarily satisfied). Using this, for all facilities
in Fj 0 \ Uj 0 we have that cTij 0 = cij because R > T . Hence
cTav (j 0 ) ≥

X

xij 0 · cTij 0 =

i∈Fj 0 \B(j 0 ,T )

≥ R·

X

X

xij 0 · cij 0 ≥

i∈Fj 0 \B(j 0 ,T )

X

xij 0
i∈Fj 0 \Uj 0


· cij 0


xij 0 = R · vol(Fj 0 \ Uj 0 ) = R · 1 − vol(Uj 0 ) ,

i∈Fj 0 \Uj 0

which implies the claim. Here, note that B(j 0 , T ) ⊆ Uj 0 because R > T . This means
that j travels the additional distance of 5R with probability at most cTav (j 0 )/R and
hence the contribution to E[Xj ] is upper bounded by 5 · cTav (j 0 ). Summarizing, for the
case when no facility is opened within B(j 0 , T ) we can upper bound E[Xj ] by:
• a cost of serving client j through the closest cluster center j 0 that is 4 · cTav (j),
plus
• a value cTav (j 0 ) for the case when a facility is opened within bundle Uj 0 , plus
• a value 5R with probability at most cTav (j 0 )/R when no facility is opened within
Uj 0 .
Hence E[Xj ] ≤ 4·cTav (j)+1·cTav (j 0 )+5R·cTav (j 0 )/R ≤ 10·cTav (j), by taking into account
that cTav (j 0 ) ≤ cTav (j). Moreover we charged again at most 5T to Dj in this case. In
the end we have the desired two upper bounds for both budgets for completing the
proof: Dj ≤ 5T, E[Xj ] ≤ 10 · cTav (j).
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Oblivious Clustering

In Algorithm 1, we are working on the original metrics c but still Dedicated Clustering
described in the previous section depends on our guessed parameter T and the reduced
metrics cT . In this section, we show that we can apply the original clustering of
Charikar and Li that works solely on the input metrics c and that is thus oblivious
of the guessing phase. In particular, we use the Oblivious Clustering procedure as
described in Algorithm 3. The following two lemmas that are analogous to Lemmas 7
and 8 are due to Charikar and Li [48]
Lemma 9. The following two statements are true for Algorithm 1 with Oblivious
Clustering.
(i) For any j, j 0 ∈ C0 we have that
cjj 0 > 4 max(cav (j), cav (j 0 )).
(ii) For any j ∈ C \ C0 there is a client j 0 ∈ C0 with
cav (j 0 ) ≤ cav (j) and cjj 0 ≤ 4cav (j).
Lemma 10. The following two statements are true for Algorithm 1 with Oblivious
Clustering.
(i) vol(Uj ) ≥ 0.5 for all j ∈ C0 .
(ii) Uj ∩ Uj 0 = ∅ for all j, j 0 ∈ C0 , j 6= j 0 .
Using Oblivious Clustering, we can prove the following version of Theorem 5.
While the constants proven in the following lemma are weaker than the ones for
Dedicated Clustering, it exhibits a surprising modularity that is a key ingredient
to later handle the general case. In particular, the clustering (and thus the whole
rounding phase) are unaware (oblivious) of the cost vector c̄ with respect to which we
optimized LP(c̄). Secondly, the bound proven in the lemma holds for any rectangular
objective function of Ordered k-Median (specified by parameter `), threshold T
and the corresponding average reduced cost and may be unrelated to the cost function
c̄ that we optimized to obtain the fractional solution (x, y).
Lemma 11. Consider a feasible fractional solution (x, y) to LP (c) where x is distanceoptimal. Let ` ≥ 1 be a positive integer, let T ≥ 0 be arbitrary. Then we have
P
E[cost` (A)] ≤ 19`T + 19 j∈C cTav (j) where A is the (random) solution output by the
Algorithm 1 with Oblivious Clustering.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5, we provide for each client an upper bound on
the distance Cj (according to the original distance c) traveled by this client.
Again, the upper bound is paid for by two budgets Dj and Xj . The “deterministic”
budget Dj is 19T . The “probabilistic” budget Xj is a random variable (depending
on the random choices made by the algorithm).
We will show below that (by a suitable choice of Xj ) the connection cost Cj of j
can actually be upper bounded by Dj +Xj and E[Xj ] ≤ 19cTav (j). If this can be shown
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then this will complete our proof of a constant-factor approximation. As before, note
that at most ` clients j will pay the budget Dj = 19T because at most ` distances are
actually accounted for in the objective function. Analogously to the case of Dedicated
Clustering, we obtain:
E[ALG] ≤ Dj · ` +

X

E[Xj ] ≤ 19` · T + 19 ·

j∈C

X

cTav (j).

j∈C

To show the claim consider an arbitrary client j with connection cost Cj . We
incrementally construct our upper bound on Cj starting with 0. Each increment will
be either charged to Dj or Xj .
Consider a client j and the cluster center j 0 it is assigned to (possibly j = j 0 ). We
have that cjj 0 ≤ 4cav (j) ≤ 4cTav (j) + 4T by line 8 of Algorithm 3. We charge 4T to Dj
and 4cTav (j) with probability 1 to Xj .
We now describe how to pay for the transport from j 0 to an open facility. There
are two cases to distinguish. Either a facility within a radius of βT is opened or not.
(Here, β ≥ 2 is a parameter to be determined later.) If yes, then this cost can be
covered by charging an additional amount of βT to Dj . In this case the total cost is
upper bounded by Dj = (β + 4)T and E[Xj ] = 4cTav (j).
If no facility within a radius of βT of j 0 is opened then observe that for all facilities
i with cij 0 ≥ βT we have that cTij 0 = cij 0 because of β ≥ 1. We now continue to bound
the connection cost for this case. Let j 00 be the closest client distinct from j 0 in C0 . We
consider the case where j 00 and j 0 are not matched. (The case where they are matched
is simpler.) Let j 000 be the client in C0 to which j 00 is matched i.e. (j 00 , j 000 ) ∈ M. By
the dependent rounding process one facility in Uj 00 ∪ Uj 000 will be opened. We have
that cj 0 j 00 = 2Rj 0 = 2R and thus cj 00 j 000 ≤ 2R and Rj 00 , Rj 000 ≤ R (otherwise, j 00 and
j 000 would not have been matched). This means that in case no facility is opened in
the bundle Uj 0 the client j travels an additional distance (in expectation) of at most
max(cj 0 j 00 + Rj 00 , cj 0 j 00 + cj 00 j 000 + Rj 000 ) ≤ 2R + 2R + R ≤ 5R.
If a facility is opened in the bundle Uj 0 then we charge this additional connection
cost to Xj . The contribution of the additional connection cost in this case to the
expectation of Xj cost is at most
X

xij 0 cij 0 =

i∈Uj 0 \B(j 0 ,βT )

X

xij 0 cTij 0 ≤

i∈Uj 0 \B(j 0 ,βT )

X

xij 0 cTij 0 .

(2.7)

i∈Fj 0 \B(j 0 ,βT )

Here, equality holds because we assume that no facility is opened in B(j 0 , βT ) where
β ≥ 1 and because therefore cij 0 = cTij 0 for all i ∈ Uj 0 \ B(j 0 , βT ). The right hand side
P
of (2.7) is denoted by cTfar (j 0 ) and is clearly upper bounded by i∈Fj0 xij cTij = cTav (j 0 ).
We finally handle the case where no facility in Uj 0 is opened and where j additionally travels a distance of at most 5R. If R ≤ βT , we can charge the additional
travel distance of at most 5βT to Dj . Hence, we focus on the difficult case where
R > βT and where the maximum distance traveled can be unbounded in terms of
T . We charge this additional cost to Xj . We bound the probability that this case
occurs. We claim that vol(Uj 0 ) is at least 1 − cTfar (j 0 )/R. To see this, note that for all
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facilities in Fj 0 \ Uj 0 we have that cTij 0 = cij because R > βT and β ≥ 1. Hence
cTfar (j 0 ) =

X

i∈Fj

xij 0 · cTij 0 =

0 \B(j 0 ,βT )

≥ R·

X

i∈Fj

X

xij 0 · cij 0 ≥

0 \B(j 0 ,βT )

X

xij 0 · cij 0

i∈Fj 0 \Uj 0

xij 0 = R · vol(Fj 0 \ Uj 0 ) = R · (1 − vol(Uj 0 )),

i∈Fj 0 \Uj 0

which implies the claim. Here, note that B(j 0 , βT ) ⊆ Uj 0 because R > βT . This
means that j travels the additional distance of at most 5R with probability at most
cTfar (j 0 )/R and hence the increment to Xj in expectation is upper bounded by 5·cTfar (j 0 ).
Thus, for the case where no facility is opened within a radius of βT around j 0 , we can
upper bound E[Xj ] by:
• an expected cost of serving client j through the closest cluster center j 0 that is
4 · cTav (j) (random part), plus
• a value cTfar (j 0 ) (with probability at most one), plus
• a value 5 · R with probability at most cTfar (j 0 )/R.
Hence E[Xj ] ≤ 4 · cTav (j) · 1 + cTfar (j 0 ) · 1 + 5 · R · cTfar (j 0 )/R = 4cTav (j) + 5cTfar (j 0 ). As
in Oblivious Clustering we sort the clients according to cav rather than cTav we do not
necessarily have that cTav (j 0 ) or even cTfar (j 0 ) are upper bounded by cTav (j). We still can
relate the latter two quantities in the following way.
First, assume that cjj 0 > αT where 1 ≤ α < β − 1 is a parameter to be determined
later. We have that cav (j 0 ) ≤ cav (j) by our (oblivious) clustering. Hence cTav (j 0 ) ≤
cav (j 0 ) ≤ cav (j) ≤ cTav (j) + T . On the other hand, αT < cjj 0 ≤ 4cav (j) since j was
assigned to j 0 . Hence T < 4/α · cav (j) and thus cTav (j 0 ) ≤ (1 + 4/α)cTav (j). Since
cTfar (j 0 ) ≤ cTav (j 0 ) we can upper bound E[Xj ] in this case by (9 + 20/α)cTav (j).
Second, assume that cjj 0 ≤ αT . Recall that we assume further that no facility is
opened within B(j 0 , βT ). We claim that in the assignment vector x the total demand
assigned from j 0 to F \ B(j 0 , βT ) is at most the total demand assigned from j to
F \ B(j 0 , βT ). This is, because any facility within the ball B(j 0 , βT ) is (trivially)
strictly closer than any facility not in this ball. Hence, if j would manage to assign
strictly more demand to facilities inside the ball than j 0 does, then we could construct
a new assignment for j 0 that also serves strictly more demand of j 0 within this ball
contradicting the optimality of x. Now, we are going to construct a (potentially
suboptimal) assignment of the part of the demand of j 0 contributing to cTfar (j 0 ) that
can be upper bounded in terms of cTav (j). As the optimum assignment will clearly
will have the same upper bound this will conclude our proof. To this end, we simply
assign the demand of j 0 outside of the ball B(j 0 , βT ) in the same way as does j. Note
that by our above claim this provides enough demand as j ships at least as much
demand outside the ball as j 0 does. In particular let i be an arbitrary facility outside
the ball. We now set x0ij 0 := xij to obtain our new assignment for j 0 Note that by the
triangle inequality cij ≥ cij 0 − cjj 0 ≥ (β − α)T ≥ T and thus cij = cTij (a constraint
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α ≤ β − 1 was introduced to obtain cij = cTij in this case). Therefore
cTij 0
cij 0
cij 0
βT
β
=
≤
≤
=
.
T
cij
cij
cij 0 − cjj 0
(β − α)T
β−α
x0 can be not optimal assignement for j 0 , hence
cTfar (j 0 ) ≤

X

x0ij 0 cTij 0

i∈F\B(j 0 ,βT )

≤

X
β
β
xij cTij ≤
cT (j) .
β − α i∈F\B(j 0 ,βT )
β − α av

In the end we have two upper bounds for both budgets:
Dj ≤ (4 + 5β)T,
(

)

5β
20 T
E[Xj ] ≤ max 4 +
,9 +
cav (j).
β−α
α
Plugging α = 2 and β = 3 gives the desired constants in the claim.
By Lemma 11 we obtain that our algorithm with Oblivious Clustering yields a
38-approximation.

2.3

Handling the General Case

Consider an arbitrary instance of Ordered k-Median. Let w be the weight vector
and let w̄ the sorted weight vector using the same weights as w but without repetition.
Let R be the number of distinct weight in both weight vectors. W.l.o.g. we assume
that all distances cij for i ∈ F, j ∈ C are pairwise distinct. (This can be achieved
by slightly perturbing the input distances.) To apply our algorithmic framework,
we guess tresholds Tr for r = 1, . . . , R such that Tr is the smallest distance cij that
is multiplied by weight of value w̄r in some fixed optimum solution. To guess the
thresholds Tr we check (nm)R many candidates. Additionally, we define T0 = ∞. We
have Tr < Tr−1 for r = 1, . . . , R because we assumed pairwise distinct distances. For
each i ∈ F, j ∈ C we assign the connection cost cij to the weight w(i, j) = w̄r , where
Tr ≤ cij < Tr−1 . This leads us to the following definition of our reduced cost function
crij = cij · w(i, j) for all i ∈ F, j ∈ C. We compute an optimal solution (x, y) to LP (cr )
and apply Algorithm 1 to (x, y).
Lemma 12. The above-described randomized algorithm for Ordered k-Median
computes expected 38-approximate solution. The algorithm makes O((nm)R ) many
calls to Algorithm 1 with Oblivious Clustering, where R is the number of distinct
weights in the weight vector w.
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Proof. Let A ⊆ F be the (random) solution output by the algorithm. Let OPT be
the cost of optimum solution. For each r = 1, . . . , R let `r be the largest index such
that w`r = w̄r . From Lemma 11 we have for all r = 1, . . . , R
E[cost`r (A)] ≤ 19 · `r Tr + 19 ·

X

cTavr (j).

(2.8)

j∈C

We decompose cost(A) into rectangular “pieces” (additionally defining w̄R+1 = 0)
E[cost(A)] = E

" n
X



#


w` · c→
` (A) = E

=E

#

(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · cost`r (A) =

r=1
R
X

(2.8)

≤ 19 ·



(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · c→
s (A)

r=1 s=1

`=1

" R
X

`r
R X
X

R
X

(w̄r −
r=1
R X
X

(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · cTavr (j).

(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · `r Tr + 19 ·

r=1

w̄r+1 ) · E[cost`r (A)]
(2.9)

r=1 j∈C

We will bound this in terms of OPT. We know that an optimal solution pays at least
cost Tr for weight in w equal to w̄r for r = 1, . . . , R. Therefore, defining `0 = 0 we
have
OPT ≥
=
≥
=
=

R
X

w̄r · (`r − `r−1 )Tr

r=1
R
X
r=1
R
X
r=1
R
X

w̄r · `r Tr −
w̄r · `r Tr −
w̄r · `r Tr −

R
X
r=2
R
X
r=2
R
X

w̄r · `r−1 Tr
w̄r · `r−1 Tr−1
w̄r+1 · `r Tr

r=1

r=1
R
X

(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · `r Tr .

(2.10)

r=1

Moreover, we have
R X
X

(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · cTavr (j)

r=1 j∈C

=

R XX
X

(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · xij · cTijr

r=1 j∈C i∈F

=

XX

xij ·

=

XX

(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · cTijr

r=1

j∈C i∈F

=

R
X

xij ·

R
X

(w̄r − w̄r+1 ) · cij

j∈C i∈F

r : w̄r ≤w(i,j)

XX

xij · w(i, j) · cij =

j∈C i∈F

XX
j∈C i∈F

(2.1)

xij · crij ≤ OPT.

(2.11)
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(2.9),(2.10),(2.11)

Thus, we finally have E[cost(A)]

≤

38 · OPT.

Theorem 13. Let I be an instance of Ordered k-Median with a constant number
of different weights in w. There exists a randomized algorithm for Ordered kMedian on I that computes expected 38-approximate solution in polynomial time.
Proof. We have |{wj : j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}}| = O(1). Therefore using Lemma 12 we
get a solution after (nm)O(1) many calls to Algorithm 1 with Oblivious Clustering.
Hence, in total, it takes polynomial time.
Using standard bucketing arguments and neglecting sufficiently small weights, we
can “round” an arbitrary weight vector into a weight vector with only a logarithmic
number of different weights losing a factor of 1 +  in approximation. Plugging this
into Lemma 11, we can obtain a 38(1 + )-approximation algorithm for the general
case in time (nm)O(log1+ n) . This is a standard bucketing approach but for the paper
being self-containing we provide the following formal calculations.
In Lemma 14 we show how to reduce the number of different weights to at most
O(log1+ n). Main idea of such reduction is partitioning an interval [0, w1 ] into buckets
with geometrical step 1+. Solving such instance we lose factor 1+ on approximation
∗
for I∗ and
because for α-approximation solution Wα∗ for I∗ , optimal solution WOPT
optimal solution WOPT for I we have
∗
costI (Wα∗ ) ≤ (1 + )costI∗ (Wα∗ ) ≤ (1 + )α · costI∗ (WOPT
)
≤ (1 + )α · costI∗ (WOPT ) ≤ (1 + )α · costI (WOPT ).

Lemma 14. Let I = (F, C, c, k, w) be an instance of Ordered k-Median and  > 0.
There exists an instance I∗ = (F, C, c, k, w∗ ) of Ordered k-Median such that for
any solution W ⊆ F, |W| = k we have
costI∗ (W) ≤ costI (W) ≤ (1 + ) · costI∗ (W)
and w∗ has at most O(log1+ n) different values, i.e., |{a : ∃j

wj∗ = a}| ∈ O(log1+ n).

Proof. We define w∗ by

wj∗

=




w

 1

(1 + )



0

for j = 1,
blog1+ wj c

for wj >
for wj ≤

w1
and
n
w1
.
n

j 6= 1,

(2.12)

First inequality follows directly from the definition of wj∗ . For the second inequality
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we have
costI (W) =

n
X

w j · c→
j (W)

j=1

= w1 ·

c→
1 (W)

X

+

wj · c→
j (W) +

w1
n

w1
n

j: wj ≤
j6=1

j: wj >
j6=1

≤ w1∗ · c→
1 (W) +

X

(1 + ) · wj∗ · c→
j (W) +

w1
n

j: wj >
j6=1

≤ w1∗ · c→
1 (W) +

X

w j · c→
j (W)

X

w1 →
· cj (W)
w1 n
≤

X

j: wj
j6=1

n

∗
→
(1 + ) · wj∗ · c→
j (W) +  · w1 · c1 (W)

w1
n

j: wj >
j6=1

= (1 + ) ·
j:

X

wj∗ · c→
j (W) = (1 + ) · costI∗ (W).

w
wj > n1

Let us assume that there is at least 2 log1+ (n) + 5 different values wj∗ and n is large
enough. We know that the highest value of wj∗ is equal to w1 . It is possible that the
lowest value of wj∗ is equal to 0. By the induction we can show that the p-th highest
w1
value of {wj∗ : wj∗ > 0} for p ∈ {2, 3, . . . , d2 log1+ ne+3} is at most (1+)
p−2 . Therefore
min{wj∗ : wj∗ > 0} <

w1
d2 log1+ ne+3−2

(1 + )

≤

w1
w1
≤
.
2
(1 + )n
(1 + )n

So there exists j such that wn1 ≥ (1 + )wj∗ > 0 and wj > wn1 . From the definition we
have (1 + )wj∗ = (1 + )blog1+ wj c+1 > (1 + )log1+ wj = wj > wn1 > wn1 . Contradiction.
Therefore w∗ has at most O(log1+ n) different values.
Theorem 15. For any  > 0, there exists a randomized algorithm for Ordered kMedian that computes expected 38(1 + )-approximate solution in quasi-polynomial
time (specifically (nm)O(log1+ n) ).
Proof. We transform a vector of weights w into w∗ using Lemma 14. On that we
lose (1 + ) to the approximation factor but we get an instance with only O(log1+ n)
different weights. Then we apply Lemma 12.

2.4

Polynomial-Time (38 + )-Approximation Algorithm

To obtain a truly-polynomial time algorithm we use the clever bucketing approach
proposed by Aouad and Segev [7]. In this approach the distances are grouped into
logarithmically many distance classes thereby losing a factor 1 + . For each distance
class the average weight is guessed up to a factor of 1 + . The crucial point is that
this guessing can be achieved in polynomial time because the average weights are
non-decreasing with increasing distance class. This leads to a reduced cost function
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based on average weights. The resulting analysis decomposes the weight vector into
n = |C| many rectangular objectives. While the proof strategy is similar in spirit to
the one of Lemma 12 it turns out to be technically more involved. In the remainder
of this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 16. For any  > 0, there exists a randomized algorithm for Ordered
k-Median that computes expected (38 + )-approximate solution in polynomial time
(specifically (nm)O(1/ log(1/)) ).

2.4.1

Distance Bucketing

Let WOPT be an optimal solution to a given Ordered k-Median instance. Let
cmax := c→
1 (WOPT ) be the maximum connection cost in this solution. We assume
that we know cmax as it is one of O(mn) many possible distances in the input. Fix
an error parameter  > 0 and let cmin :=  · cmax /n. Roughly speaking, distances
smaller than cmin can have only negligible impact on any feasible solution as they
may increase its cost by a factor of at most 1 + .
We now partition the distances of the vector c→ (WOPT ) into S := dlog1+ (n/)e =
1
O(  log n ) many distance classes. More precisely, for all s = 0, . . . , S −1 introduce the
intervals Ds = (cmax (1+)−(s+1) , cmax (1+)−s ]. Let DS = [0, cmax (1+)−S ] 3 cmin . For
→
all s = 0, . . . , S let Js = { j | c→
j (WOPT ) ∈ Ds } and let Cs = { cj (WOPT ) | j ∈ JS }.
→
The classes C0 , . . . , CS form a disjoint partition of c (WOPT ) where some of the
classes may, however, be empty. For technical reasons, we assume that none of the
intput distances cij , i ∈ F, j ∈ C coincides with a boundary of one of the intervals Ds
for some s = 0, . . . , S. This can be achieved by slightly increasing all boundaries of
the intervals using the fact that the intervals are left-open. Additionally we define
S
J≥s = Sr=s Jr .

2.4.2

Guessing Average Weights

For any non-empty class Cs let
s
:=
wav

1 X
wj
|Cs | j∈Js

(2.13)

s
denote the average weight applied to distances in this class. If Cs is empty then wav
denotes the smallest weight wj applied to some distance c→
j (WOPT ) in a non-empty
class Cl with l < s. Such a class always exists as C0 3 cmax is non-empty.
s
As argued by Aouad and Segev [7], it is possible to guess the values of wav
up
O(1/ log 1/)
0
to a factor of 1 +  in polynomial time n
. This is, because we have wav ≥
1
S
wav ≥ · · · ≥ wav and because it suffices to guess those values as powers of 1 + . More
0
1
S
precisely, as a result of this we assume that we are given values wgs
≥ wgs
≥ · · · ≥ wgs
s
s
s
≤ wgs
≤ (1 + )wav
for i = 0, . . . , S.
with wav
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2.4.3

Reduced Cost Function and LP-Solving

We are now ready to define our reduced cost function. For all values of d ∈ [0, cmax ]
s
such that d ∈ Ds for some s ∈ {0, . . . , S}. For each
let w(d) be the weight wgs
i ∈ F, j ∈ C such that cij ≤ cmax let crij := w(cij ) · cij . Now solve the linear program
LP(cr ) with additional constraints xij = 0 for all i ∈ F, j ∈ C such that cij > cmax . In
what follows let (x, y) denote an optimal solution to this LP. Now apply the rounding
algorithm of Charikar and Li with Oblivious Clustering (Algorithm 1 with clustering
as in Algorithm 3) to obtain an integral solution A ⊆ F, |A| = k.
Let OPT be the value (cost) of an optimum solution WOPT for Ordered kMedian and let OPT∗ be the value of an optimum solution for LP (cr ), let A be the
solution for Ordered k-Median computed by our algorithm. We define distance
class (interval) in which the distance d falls by D(d) and wn+1 = 0.
Using Lemma 11 with T` = max(D(c→
` (WOPT ))) for each ` = 1, . . . , n we obtain
E[cost` (A)] ≤ 19 · `T` + 19 ·

X

cTav` (j) .

(2.14)

j∈C

We can partition the cost of our algorithm cost(A) into rectangular pieces as follows

E[cost(A)] = E

" n
X

#

w` ·

c→
` (A)

=E

`=1

=E

" n
X

#

(w` − w`+1 ) · cost` (A) =

`=1
(2.14)

≤ 19 ·

n
X

" n `
XX

(w` − w`+1 ) ·

`=1 r=1
n
X

(w` −
`=1
n X
X

w`+1 ) · E [cost` (A)]

(w` − w`+1 ) · cTav` (j) .

(w` − w`+1 ) · `T` + 19 ·

`=1

#

c→
r (A)

(2.15)

`=1 j∈C

We would like to upper bound this in terms of OPT. We know that the optimal
solution pays at least cost inf(Ds ) for each distance in distance bucket Cs and thus

OPT ≥

S
X
s=0


inf(Ds ) ·


X
`∈Js

w` 

=

S
X

s
inf(Ds ) · wav
· |Cs |.

(2.16)

s=0

Lemma 17.
S
X
s=0

s
inf(Ds ) · wav
· |Cs | ≥

n
1 X
(w` − w`+1 ) · ` · T` .
1 +  `=1

(2.17)
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Proof. The right hand side is equal to

n


1 X
(w` − w`+1 ) · ` · max D(c→
` (WOPT ))
1 +  `=1

≤
=

n
X





(w` − w`+1 ) · ` · inf D(c→
` (WOPT ))

`=1
S
X

X

(w` − w`+1 ) · ` · inf(Ds )

s=0 `∈Js

=

S
X



inf(Ds )wmin(Js ) · min(Js ) +

s=0
Js 6=∅

X

w` · `

`∈Js \min(Js )


X

−

w`+1 · ` − wmax(Js )+1 · max(Js )

`∈Js \max(Js )

=

S
X



inf(Ds )wmin(Js ) · min(Js ) +

s=0
Js 6=∅

X

w` · `

`∈Js \min(Js )


X

−
w` ·
`∈Js \min(Js )
=

S
X

(` − 1) − wmax(Js )+1 · max(Js )








inf(Ds )wmin(Js ) · min(Js ) − 1 +

s=0
Js 6=∅

=

S
X

X

w` − wmax(Js )+1 · max(Js )

`∈Js

s
inf(Ds ) · wav
· |Cs |

s=0

+

S
X









inf(Ds ) · wmin(Js ) · min(Js ) − 1 − wmax(Js )+1 · max(Js ) .

s=0
Js 6=∅

The proof ends with showing that the second factor is non-positive. We define E as a
set of non-consecutive non-empty intervals such that all intervals between them are
empty. Formally

n

E = (s1 , s2 ) ∈ {1, . . . , S}2 :
o

s1 + 2 ≤ s2 and Js1 , Js2 6= ∅ and ∀s3 ∈{s1 ,s1 +1,...,s2 } Js3 = ∅ .
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Then
S
X











inf(Ds ) wmin(Js ) · min(Js ) − 1 − wmax(Js )+1 · max(Js )



s=0
Js 6=∅

=

S
X

inf(Ds ) · wmin(Js ) · min(Js ) − 1

s=1
Js 6=∅

−

S−1
X

inf(Ds ) · wmax(Js )+1 · max(Js )

s=0
Js 6=∅

=

S
X





inf(Ds ) · wmin(Js ) · min(Js ) − 1

s=1
Js 6=∅
S
X

−

inf(Ds−1 ) · wmax(Js−1 )+1 · max(Js−1 )

s=1
Js−1 6=∅

=

S
X





inf(Ds ) · wmin(J≥s ) · min(J≥s ) − 1

s=1
Js 6=∅

−

S
X





inf(Ds−1 ) · wmin(J≥s ) · min(J≥s ) − 1

s=1
Js−1 6=∅
(4)

=

S

X







inf(Ds ) − inf(Ds−1 ) · wmin(J≥s ) · min(J≥s ) − 1

s=1
Js−1 6=∅
Js 6=∅

+



X



inf(Ds2 ) · wmin(J≥s2 ) · min(J≥s2 ) − 1

(s1 ,s2 )∈E





!

− inf(Ds1 ) · wmin(J≥s1 +1 ) · min(J≥s1 +1 ) − 1

≤



X



inf(Ds2 ) · wmin(J≥s2 ) · min(J≥s2 ) − 1

(s1 ,s2 )∈E





!

− inf(Ds1 ) · wmin(J≥s2 ) · min(J≥s2 ) − 1
=

X 







inf(Ds2 ) − inf(Ds1 ) · wmin(J≥s2 ) · min(J≥s2 ) − 1 ≤ 0.

(s1 ,s2 )∈E

The equality (4) is just a split of two sums into two cases: when two consecutive
class Cs−1 , Cs are non-empty or there is a positive number of empty classes between
two non-empty classes Cs1 , Cs2 .
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For the second term from (2.15) we have
n X
X

=

(w` − w`+1 ) · cTav` (j)

`=1 j∈C
n XX
X

(w` − w`+1 ) · xij · cTij`

`=1 j∈C i∈F

=

XX

xij ·

=

S
X

n
X

xij ·

X

xij · cij ·

s=0 j∈C,i∈F
cij ∈Cs

=

S
X

(w` − w`+1 ) · cij

`=1
` : cij >T`

j∈C i∈F

=

(w` − w`+1 ) · cTij`

`=1

j∈C i∈F
(2.6) X X

n
X

X

n
X

(w` − w`+1 )

`=1
`∈J≥s+1

xij · cij · wmin{J≥s+1 }

s=0 j∈C,i∈F
cij ∈Cs

≤

S
X

s
xij · cij · wav
≤ (1 + )

X

s=0 j∈C,i∈F
cij ∈Cs

=(1 + )

S
X

s
xij · cij · wgs

X

s=0 j∈C,i∈F
cij ∈Cs

XX

(2.1)

xij · crij = (1 + ) · OPT∗ .

(2.18)

j∈C i∈F

This we can upper bound in terms of value of an optimal solution OPT. For that let
us define the optimal solution WOPT as a feasible solution of LP (cr ) and denote it as
/ WOPT .
(xOPT , y OPT ). It means that yiOPT = 1 ⇐⇒ i ∈ WOPT and yiOPT = 0 ⇐⇒ i ∈
OPT∗ ≤

XX

xOPT
crij =
ij

j∈C i∈F

XX

xOPT
cij w(cij )
ij

j∈C i∈F



=

S
X

X

s
xOPT
cij wgs
≤
ij

s=0 j∈C,i∈F
cij ∈Cs

=

S
X

S 
X

s
max(Ds ) · wgs


s=0

s
max(Ds ) · wgs
· |Cs | ≤ (1 + )2 ·

s=0

= (1 + )2 ·



S
X

X





xOPT

ij

j∈C,i∈F
cij ∈Cs

s
inf(Ds ) · wav
· |Cs |

s=0
S X
X

w` · inf(Ds ) ≤ (1 + )2 · OPT.

s=0 `∈Js

In the end we have
(2.15),(2.16),(2.17),(2.18),(2.19)

E [cost(A)]

≤

(1 + )3 · 38 · OPT.

(2.19)
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Chapter 3
Harmonic k-Median and OWA
k-Median
In the first part of this chapter we demonstrate how to use the Binary Negative
Association property (BNA) of the Dependent Rounding procedure (DR) to derive a
2.36-approximation algorithm for the Harmonic k-Median problem (Theorem 23).
First, we provide a detailed discussion on DR and BNA (Section 3.1), and several
examples (Section 3.2). In Section 3.3 we provide a theorem and lemmas useful in
our analysis.
In the second part of the chapter (Section 3.5) we show how to extend the 93approximation algorithm of Hajiaghayi et al. [78] for Fault Tolerant k-Median
into a 93-approximation algorithm for OWA k-Median in a metric space (Theorem 29).
Additional notation for this chapter.
For a natural number t ∈ N, by [t] we denote the set {1, 2, . . . , t}. In this chapter
we simplify notation for wk (a vector of k weights) by writing just w.

3.1

Dependent Rounding and Negative Association

Consider a vector of m variables (yi )i∈[m] , and let yi∗ denote the initial value of the
variable yi . For simplicity we will assume that 0 ≤ yi∗ ≤ 1 for each i, and that
P
k = i∈[m] yi∗ is an integer. A rounding procedure takes this vector of (fractional)
variables as an input, and transforms it into a vector of 0/1 integers. We focus on a
specific rounding procedure studied by Srinivasan [139] which we refer to as dependent
rounding (DR).
DR works in steps: in each step it selects two fractional variables, say yi and
yj , and changes the values of these variables to yi0 and yj0 so that yi0 + yj0 = yi + yj ,
and so that yi0 or yj0 is an integer. Thus, after each iteration at least one additional
variable becomes an integer. The rounding procedure stops, when all variables are
integers. In each step the randomization is involved: with some probability p variable
45
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yi is rounded to an integer value, and with probability 1 − p variable yj becomes an
integer. The value of the probability p is selected so as to preserve the expected value
of each individual entry yi . Clearly, if yi + yj ≥ 1, then one of the variables is rounded
to 1; otherwise, one of the variables is rounded to 0. For example, if yi = 0.4 and
yj = 0.8, then with probability 0.25 the values of the variables yi and yj change to,
respectively, 1 and 0.2; and with probability 0.75 they change to, respectively, 0.2 and
1. If yi = 0.3 and yj = 0.2, then with probability 0.4 the values of the two variables
change to, respectively, 0 and 0.5; and with probability 0.6, to, respectively, 0.5 and
0.
Let Yi denote the random variable which returns one if yi is rounded to one after
the whole rounding procedure, and zero, otherwise. It was shown [139] that the DR
generates distributions of Yi which satisfy the following three properties:
Marginals. Pr[Yi = 1] = yi∗ ,
Sum Preservation. Pr[

P

i

Yi = k] = 1,

Negative Correlation. For each S ⊆ [m] it holds that
V
Q
V
Q
Pr[ i∈S (Yi = 1)] ≤ i∈S Pr[Yi = 1], and Pr[ i∈S (Yi = 0)] ≤ i∈S Pr[Yi = 0].
These three properties are often used in the analysis of approximation algorithms
based on dependent rounding for various optimization problems—see, e.g., [75]. In
fact, DR satisfies an even stronger property than NC, called conditional negative
association (CNA) [99], yet, to the best of our knowledge, this property has never
been used before for analyzing algorithms based on the DR procedure.
For two random variables, X and Y , by cov[X, Y ] we denote the covariance between X and Y . Recall that cov[X, Y ] = E[XY ] − E[X] · E[Y ].
Negative Association [87]. For each S, Q ⊆ [m] with S ∩ Q = ∅, s = |S|, and q =
|Q|, and each two nondecreasing functions, f : [0, 1]s → R and g : [0, 1]q → R, it
holds that:
h

i

cov f (Yi : i ∈ S), g(Yi : i ∈ Q) ≤ 0.
Conditional Negative Association. We say that the sequence of random variables (Yi )i∈[m] satisfies the CNA property if the conditional variables (Y[m]\S |YS =
a) satisfy NA for any S ⊆ [m] and any a = (ai )i∈S . For S = ∅, CNA is equivalent to NA. It was shown by Dubhashi et al. [63] that if one rounds the variables
according to a predefined linear order over the variables  (i.e., if one always
chooses for rounding the two fractional variables which are earliest in ), then
the resulting distribution satisfies CNA. Yet, the requirement of following a predefined linear order of variables is too restrictive for our needs. Then, Kramer
et al. [99] showed that DR following a predefined order on pairs of variables
that implements a tournament tree returns a distribution satisfying CNA.
In our analysis we will use a simpler version of the NA property, which nevertheless
is expressive enough for our needs. We introduce the following property.
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Binary Negative Association (BNA). For each S, Q ⊆ [m] with S ∩ Q = ∅,
s = |S|, and q = |Q|, and each two nondecreasing functions, f : {0, 1}s → {0, 1}
and g : {0, 1}q → {0, 1}, we have:
h

i

cov f (Yi : i ∈ S), g(Yi : i ∈ Q) ≤ 0.
From the definitions it is easy to see that CNA =⇒ NA =⇒ BNA.

3.2

Binary Negative Association is
Strictly Stronger than Negative Correlation

We now argue that BNA is a strictly stronger property than NC. First we show
a straightforward inductive argument that BNA implies NC. Next we provide an
example of a distribution that satisfies NC but not BNA. In fact, this distribution is
generated by a not-careful-enough implementation of DR.
Lemma 18. For two binary random variables X, and Y , X, Y ∈ {0, 1}, the condition
cov[X, Y ] ≤ 0 is equivalent to Pr[X = 1 ∧ Y = 1] ≤ Pr[X = 1] · Pr[Y = 1].
Proof. Observe that for binary variables, X and Y , it holds that E[X] = Pr[X = 1],
E[Y ] = Pr[Y = 1], and E[XY ] = Pr[X = 1 ∧ Y = 1].
Lemma 19. Binary Negative Association of (Yi )i∈[m] implies their Negative Correlation.
Proof. We will prove the NC property by induction on |S|. Clearly, the property
holds for |S| = 1. For an inductive step, we define two non-decreasing functions
V
f (Yi : i ∈ S/{j}) = i∈S/{j} (Yi = 1) and g(Yj ) = (Yj = 1) for any j ∈ S.

"

Pr



#
^

(Yi = 1)

=

Pr 

i∈S


^

(Yi = 1) ∧ Yj = 1

i∈S/{j}



BNA, Lemma 18

≤

Pr 


^

(Yi = 1) · Pr [Yj = 1]

i∈S/{j}
inductive assum.

≤

Y

Pr[Yi = 1].

i∈S

V

In order to bound the probability of i∈S (Yi = 0) we define two other nonW
decreasing functions f (Yi : i ∈ S/{j}) = i∈S/{j} (Yi > 0) and g(Yj ) = (Yj > 0)
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for any j ∈ S.
"

Pr [

V

i∈S (Yi

= 0)] = 1 − Pr

#
_

(Yi > 0)

i∈S






_

= 1 − Pr 

(Yi = 0) − Pr [Yj > 0] + Pr 

_

^

Pr 



^

(Yi = 0)

i∈S/{j}

i∈S/{j}


^

(Yi > 0) · Pr [Yj > 0]




(Yi = 0) − Pr [Yj > 0] · Pr 



= Pr 

_

i∈S/{j}

i∈S/{j}

= Pr 





(Yi = 0) − Pr [Yj > 0] + Pr 


^

(Yi > 0) ∧ Yj > 0

i∈S/{j}





≤





i∈S/{j}
BNA, Lemma 18

(Yi > 0) ∧ Yj > 0

i∈S/{j}





= Pr 

_

(Yi > 0) + Pr [Yj > 0] − Pr 

i∈S/{j}

^





(Yi = 0) · Pr [Yj = 0]

inductive assum.

≤

Y

Pr[Yi = 0].

i∈S

i∈S/{j}

Note that the general formulation of DR does not specify how the pairs of fractional variables are selected. The proof in [139] that DR satisfies NC is independent
of the method in which these pairs of fractional variables are selected. We will now
show that, if these pairs are selected by an adaptive adversary who may take into
account the way in which the previous pairs were rounded, then the BNA property
may not hold (so, also neither NA nor CNA). Consider the following example.
Example 3. Consider m = 8, k = 4, and the vector of variables (yi )i∈[8] , all with the
same initial value 1/2. Let S = {2, 3, 4}, Q = {5}, and:
f (Y2 , Y3 , Y4 ) =


1
0

if Y2 + Y3 + Y4 ≥ 2
otherwise

g(Y5 ) = Y5 .

Let α and β denote the events that Y2 +Y3 +Y4 ≥ 2 and that Y5 = 1, respectively. BNA
would require that Pr[α ∧ β] ≤ Pr[α] · Pr[β]. Consider DR procedure as depicted in the
following diagram (the paired variables are enclosed in rounded rectangles). First, we
pair variables y1 with y5 and y2 with y6 . The way in which the remaining variables
are paired depends on the result of rounding within pairs (y1 , y5 ) and (y2 , y6 ). If y1
and y2 are both rounded to the same integer, then we pair y3 with y7 and y4 with y8 .
Otherwise, we pair y3 with y4 and y7 with y8 .
Note that according to DR each rounding decision is taken with the same probability
(e.g., when we pair variables y1 with y5 , then the probabilities of y1 and y5 rounded
to one is the same). Thus, we observe that Pr[α] = 1/2, Pr[β] = 1/2, but Pr[α ∧ β] =
1/4 + 1/16.
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Figure 3.1: An illustration of Example 3.

Example 3 is simpler than the one given by Kramer et al. [99]. Both examples
show that NA is a strictly stronger property than NC. Kramer et al. use the set of
7 variables with initial values equal to 3/7, k = 4, and a predefined order on pairs
of variables. Our example uses an adaptive adversary who decides which pair of
variables should be rounded in each step of the rounding procedure. Our example
cannot be implemented by fixing an order on pairs of variables (hence it also cannot be
implemented by fixing a tournament tree). Our 8 variables have marginal probabilities
equal to 1/2, thus the example can be easily
understood, and one does not need to

7
calculate probabilities of choosing all 4 4-element sets.

3.3

Useful Lemmas

To make this thesis more self-contained we cite or prove a few useful inequalities.
Theorem 20 (Theorem 1.16 from [10]). Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn be negatively correlated
P
binary random variables. Let X = ni=1 Xi . Then X satisfies the Chernoff-Hoeffding
bounds for δ ∈ [0, 1]:
Pr [X ≤ (1 − δ)E[X]] ≤

e−δ
(1 − δ)(1−δ)

!µ

.

Lemma 21. For any sequence (ai )i∈[n] and (bi )i∈[n] , bi > 0, it holds:
Pn

ai
ai
≤ max .
i∈[n] bi
i=1 bi

i=1

Pn
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Proof.
n
X

Pn

i=1 ai
Pn
i=1 bi

=

aj

=

Pn
j=1

i=1 bi

n
X
aj
j=1

bj

· Pn

bj

i=1 bi

≤

n
X

ai
max
i∈[n] bi

j=1

!

bj
Pn

i=1 bi

=

n
ai X
ai
bj
max
= max .
Pn
i∈[n] bi
i∈[n] bi
i=1 bi
j=1

!

=

Lemma 22. For any non-decreasing sequence (ci )i∈[n] , ci > 0 and any non-increasing
sequence (ai )i∈[n] it holds:
Pn
n
1X
i=1 ai ci
≤
ai .
Pn
n i=1
i=1 ci
Proof. We prove that by induction. Clearly, we have equality for n = 1. We assume
that
Pn−1
X
1 n−1
i=1 ai ci
ai .
≤
Pn−1
n − 1 i=1
i=1 ci
It is equivalent to
(n − 1) ·

n−1
X

ai c i ≤

n−1
X

i=1

!

ai ·

i=1

n−1
X

!

(3.1)

ci .

i=1

We would like to show that
n·

n
X

ai ci ≤

i=1

n
X

!

ai ·

i=1

n
X

!

ci .

i=1

We have the following equivalent inequalities:
n−1
X

0≤
"

0≤
"

0≤

!

ai ·

i=1
n−1
X
i=1
n−1
X
i=1

!

ai ·
!

ai ·

n−1
X

!

c i + an ·

i=1
n−1
X
i=1
n−1
X
i=1

n−1
X

ci + cn ·

i=1

!

ci − (n − 1) ·
!

ci − (n − 1) ·

n−1
X

ai + an · c n − n ·

i=1
n−1
X
i=1
n−1
X
i=1

#

ai c i +
#

ai c i +

n−1
X

ai c i − n · an · c n ,

i=1
n−1
X
i=1
n−1
X

(an · ci + cn · ai − an · cn − ai · ci ) ,
(ai − an ) (cn − ci ) .

i=1

Using the inductive assumption (3.1) and monotonicity of sequences, i.e., 0 ≤ ai − an ,
0 ≤ cn − ci we finish the proof.
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2.36-Approximation for Harmonic k-Median

In this section we construct and analyze a constant-factor approximation algorithm
for Harmonic k-Median hence also for Proportional Approval Voting.
Theorem 23. There exists a randomized algorithm for Harmonic k-Median that
computes expected 2.36-approximate solution in polynomial time.
Corollary 24. There exists a randomized algorithm for the minimization Proportional Approval Voting that computes expected 2.36-approximate solution in
polynomial time.
In the remainder of this section we will prove the statement of Theorem 23. Consider the following linear program (2.1–2.5) that is a relaxation of a natural ILP for
Harmonic k-Median.
min

k X
XX

w` · x`ij · cij

(3.2)

j∈C `=1 i∈F

X
i∈F

yi = k

k
X

x`ij ≤ yi

∀i ∈ F, j ∈ C

(3.4)

x`ij ≥ 1

∀j ∈ C, ` ∈ [k]

(3.5)

`=1

(3.3)

X
i∈F

yi , x`ij ∈ [0, 1]

∀i ∈ F, j ∈ C, ` ∈ [k]

(3.6)

The intuitive meaning of the variables and constraints of the above LP is as
follows. Variable yi denotes how much facility i is opened. Integral values 1 and 0
correspond to, respectively, opening and not opening the facility. Constraint (3.3)
encodes opening exactly k facilities. Each client j ∈ C has to be assigned to each
among k opened facilities with different weights. For that we copy each client k times:
the `-th copy of a client j is assigned to the `-th closest to j open facility. Variable x`ij
denotes how much the `-th copy of j is assigned to facility i. In an integral solution we
have x`ij ∈ {0, 1}, which means that the `-th copy of a client can be either assigned
or not to the respective facility. The objective function (3.2) encodes the cost of
assigning all copies of all clients to the opened facilities, applying proper weights.
Constraint (3.4) prevents an assignment of a copy of a client to a not-opened part
of a facility. In an integer solution it also forces assigning different copies of a client
to different facilities. Observe that, due to non-increasing weights w` , the objective
(3.2) is smaller if an `0 -th copy of a client is assigned to a closer facility than an `00 -th
copy, whenever `0 < `00 . Constraint (3.5) ensures that each copy of a client is served
by some facility.
Just like in most facility location settings it is crucial to select the facilities to
open, and the later assignment of clients to facilities can be done optimally by a
simple greedy procedure. We propose to select the set of facilities in a randomized
way by applying the DR procedure to the y vector from an optimal fractional solution
to linear program (2.1–2.5). This turns out to be a surprisingly effective methodology
for Harmonic k-Median.
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Figure 3.2: Ordering of the facilities by ci,j for the chosen client j. Pictorial
definitions of the variables Yi , Zr and examples of the indices sub(i) and submax(i).

Analysis of the Algorithm
Let OPT∗ be the value of an optimal solution (x∗ , y ∗ ) to the linear program (2.1–2.5).
Let OPT be the value of an optimal solution (xOPT , y OPT ) for Harmonic k-Median.
Easily we can see that (xOPT , y OPT ) is a feasible solution to the linear program (2.1–
2.5), so OPT∗ ≤ OPT. Let Y = (Y1 , . . . , Ym ) be the random solution obtained by
applying the DR procedure described in Section 3.1 to the vector y ∗ . Recall that
DR preserves the sum of entries (see Section 3.1), hence we have exactly k facilities
opened. It is straightforward to assign clients to the open facilities, so the variables
X = (Xij` )j∈C,i∈F,`∈[k] are easily determined.
We will show that the expected cost of solution Y denoted by E[cost(Y )] is smaller
than 2.36 · OPT∗ . In fact, we will show that E[costj (Y )] < 2.36 · OPT∗j , where the
subindex j extracts the cost of assigning client j to the facilities in the solution
returned by the algorithm. In our analysis we focus on a single client j ∈ C. Next, we
reorder the facilities in the non-decreasing order of their connection costs to j (i.e.,
in the non-decreasing order of cij ). Thus, from now on, facility Fi is the i-th closest
facility to client j; ties are resolved in an arbitrary but fixed way.
The ordering of the facilities is depicted in Figure 3.2, which also includes information about the fractional opening of facilities in y ∗ , i.e., facility Fi is represented by
an interval of length yi∗ . The total length of all intervals equals k. Next, we subdivide
each interval into a set of (small) -size pieces (called -subintervals);  is selected so
that 1/, and yi∗/ for each i, are integers. Note that the values yi∗ , which originate
from the solution returned by an LP solver, are rational numbers. The subdivision
of [0, k] into -subintervals is shown in Figure 3.2 on the "(Zr )r∈{1,2,...,k/} " level.
The idea behind introducing the -subintervals is the following. Although compu-
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tationally the algorithm applies DR to the y ∗ variables, for the sake of the analysis
we may think that the DR process is actually rounding z variables corresponding to
-subinterval under the additional assumption that rounding within individual facilities is done before rounding between facilities. Formally, we replace the vector Y =
(Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Ym ) by an equivalent vector of random variables Z = (Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zk/ ).
Random variable Zr represents the r-th -subinterval. We will use the following notation to describe the bundles of -subintervals that correspond to particular facilities:

submax(0) = 0

and

submax(i) = submax(i − 1) +

yi∗
,


sub(i) = {submax(i − 1) + 1, . . . , submax(i)}.

(3.7)
(3.8)

Intuitively, sub(i) is the set of indexes r such that Zr represents an interval belonging
to the i-th facility. Examples for both definitions are shown in Figure 3.2 in the upper
level. Formally, the random variables Zr are defined so that:
Yi =

X

Yi = 1 =⇒ ∃! r ∈ sub(i) Zr = 1.

and

Zr

(3.9)

r∈sub(i)

For each r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k/} we can write that:

Pr[Zr = 1] = Pr[Zr = 1 Ysub−1 (r) = 1] · Pr[Ysub−1 (r) = 1] =


∗
ysub
−1
(r)

∗
· ysub
−1
(r) = 

(3.10)
and Pr[Zr = 0] = 1 − , hence E[Zr ] = . Also we have:


Pr [Yi = 1] = Pr 


X

Zr = 1 = Pr 

r∈sub(i)




_

Zr = 1 =

r∈sub(i)

X

Pr [Zr = 1] . (3.11)

r∈sub(i)

When Yi = 1 its representative is chosen randomly among (Zr )r∈sub(i) independently
of the choices of representatives of other facilities. Therefore
∀i∈[m]

∀r∈sub(i)

E [f (Y ) | Yi = 1] = E [f (Y ) | Yi = 1 ∧ Zr = 1] ,

for any function f on vector Y = (Y1 , Y2 , . . . , Ym ).
Now we are ready to analyze the expected cost for any client j ∈ C.

(3.12)
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m
X

E[costj (Y )] ≤





E 

=

m
X





cij

· E

i=1
m
X

=


cij

(3.12)

=

m
X

(3.9),(3.10)

=

r∈sub(i)

cij

·

(3.9)

=

E

r∈sub(i)





 · cij

·

E

r∈sub(i)



Pi−1
i0 =1 Yi0

X

·

i=1

E

r∈sub(i)

Yi = 1 · Pr [Zr = 1]


Yi = 1 ∧ Zr = 1 · Pr [Zr = 1]


1

1+

Zr
Psubmax(i−1)
0
Z
0
r
r =1


1+

Pr−1
r0 =1 Zr0



 · cij






X

Pr [Zr = 1]

r∈sub(i)

1
1+


X

Yi = 1 ·

Pi−1
i0 =1 Yi0

1+


X

i=1
m
X

E



i=1
m
X

Pi−1
i0 =1 Yi0


1

X

·

i=1



1
1+



Yi = 1 · Pr [Yi = 1]

Pi−1
i0 =1 Yi0

1+

i=1
(3.11)



cij

1

= 1

Zr = 1

(3.13)

W.l.o.g., assume that OPT∗j > 0. Hence the approximation ratio for any client j is
/
X
k

E[costj (Y )]
OPT∗j

(3.8),(3.13)

≤

"

 · csub−1 (r),j · E

r=1
/
X

#

1
1+

Pr−1

r0 =1

Zr0

Zr = 1
=

k

1
dre

 · csub−1 (r),j ·

r=1

note that sub−1 (r) is an index of a facility that contains Zr . Now we convert the sum
over facilities into a sum over unit intervals. A unit interval is represented as a sum
of 1/ many -subintervals:
k
X

=

/
X
`

"

csub−1 (r),j · E

`=1 r=(`−1)/+1
k
X

/
X

`=1

r=(`−1)/+1

#

1
1+

Pr−1

Zr0

r0 =1

Zr = 1
≤

`

csub−1 (r),j ·

1
`

P1/

W.l.o.g., we can assume that first interval has non-zero costs: r=1 csub−1 (r),j > 0,
otherwise the LP pays 0 and our algorithm pays 0 in expectation on intervals from
non-empty prefix of (1, 2, . . . , k). With this assumption we can take maximum over
intervals:

Lemma 21

≤

/
X
`

"


csub−1 (r),j · E

 r=(`−1)/+1
max 

`/
`∈[k] 
X

c
r=(`−1)/+1

#

1
1+

Pr−1

r0 =1

sub−1 (r),j

·

1
`

Zr0

Zr = 1 







≤
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Costs csub−1 (r),j can be general and they could be hard to analyze. Therefore we would
like to remove costs from the analysis. We will use Lemma 22 for which the technique
of splitting variables Yi into Zr was needed. We are using the fact that the variables
Zr have the same expected values; otherwise the coefficient in front of the expected
value would be cij · yi∗ , i.e., not monotonic. Thus

Lemma 22

≤



/
X
`

max  · ` ·
`∈[k]

E

r=(`−1)/+1

#

1

"

1+

Pr−1
r0 =1 Zr0

Zr = 1  .

(3.14)

Consider the expected value in the above expression for a fixed r ∈ {(`−1)/ +1, . . . , `/}:

1

"

Er = E

1+


Pr−1
r0 =1 Zr0

#

Zr = 1 =


t=1 t



Pr 

k
X

r−1
X



Zr0 = t − 1 Zr = 1 =

r0 =1





X
1  r−1
=
Zr0 = t − 1 Zr = 1 .
Pr  Zr0 = t − 1 Zr = 1 +
Pr
t=1 t
t=`+1 t
r0 =1
r0 =1
`
X
1

r−1
X

k
X
1

(3.15)

For t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , `} we consider the conditional probability in the above expression,
denote it by pr (t−1), and analyze the corresponding cumulative distribution function
Hr (t − 1):



pr (t − 1) = Pr 

r−1
X



Zr0 = t − 1 Zr = 1 ,

(3.16)

r0 =1



Hr (t − 1) = Pr 

r−1
X



Zr0 ≤ t − 1 Zr = 1 =

r0 =1

t−1
X

pr (t0 ),

t0 =0

for which we have the following recursive relation

pr (0) = Hr (0),
pr (t − 1) = Hr (t − 1) − Hr (t − 2) ∀t∈{2,3,...,`} .

(3.17)
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We continue the analysis of Er :

Er

(3.15),(3.16)

=

(3.17)

=

=
=
=
≤

`
X
1
t=1 t

Hr (0) +
Hr (0) +
`
X
1
t=1 t

≤

`
X
1
t=2 t
`
X
1
t=2 t

k
X

1
pr (t − 1)
t=`+1 t

(Hr (t − 1) − Hr (t − 2)) +
`
X
1

Hr (t − 1) −

Hr (t − 1) −

t=2 t

k
X

1
pr (t − 1)
t=`+1 t

Hr (t − 2) +

k
X

1
pr (t − 1)
t=`+1 t

`−1
X

k
X
1
1
Hr (t − 1) +
pr (t − 1)
t=1 t + 1
t=`+1 t

`−1
X

k
X
1
1
1
Hr (t − 1) −
Hr (t − 1) + Hr (` − 1) +
pr (t − 1)
`
t=1 t + 1
t=1 t
t=l+1 t

`−1
X
1

`−1 
X
1
t=1

=

pr (t − 1) +

`−1
X





k
X
1
1
pr (t − 1)
−
Hr (t − 1) + Hr (` − 1) +
t t+1
`
t=`+1







k
X
1
1
Hr (t − 1) + Hr (` − 1) +
pr (t − 1)
t(t
+
1)
`
t=1
t=`+1

`−1
X

1
1
Hr (t − 1) + .
`
t=1 t(t + 1)

(3.18)

We will use the following two lemmas to remove the conditioning and bound
Hr (t − 1).
Lemma 25. Distribution of {Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zk/ } satisfies Binary Negative Association.
Proof. Note that DR procedure on (Yi )i∈[m] and then independent choice of (Zr )r∈sub(i)
for each i ∈ [m] is equivalent to the following implementation of DR on (Zr )r∈{1,2,...,k/} .
First, for each i ∈ [m] (Zr )r∈sub(i) are processed until obtaining a single non-zero
variable that is equivalent to yi . Then, in the second phase the rounding proceeds as if
it had started from the yi variables. Since this process altogether is an implementation
of a single DR procedure with fixed tournament tree starting from (Zr )r∈{1,2,...,k/}
variables, we can simply apply the result of Kramer et al. [99] and get the statement
of the lemma.
At this point we note that the result of Dubhashi et al. [63] is not sufficient
for proving our lemma. They have proved that DR following a predefined order of
variables (which can be viewed as a linear tournament tree) returns distributions
satisfying the CNA property. Here, however, we need to have at least a "two-stage"
linear tournament: the first linear tournament on variables (Zr )r∈sub(i) and the second
tournament on winning variables from the first tournament.
In the following lemma we combine the BNA property of variables {Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zk/ }
with applications of Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds
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Lemma 26. For any ` ∈ [k], t ∈ [` − 1] and r ∈ {(`−1)/ + 1, (`−1)/ + 2, . . . , `/} we
have


e·r· t
−r·
.
Hr (t − 1) ≤ e
·
t
Proof. Let us fix ` ∈ [k], t ∈ [` − 1] and r ∈ {(`−1)/ + 1, (`−1)/ + 2, . . . , `/}. We have

(3.17)

Hr (t − 1)

=

Pr 

r−1
X



Zr0 ≤ t − 1 Zr = 1

r0 =1



=

Pr 

/
X



k

Zr0 ≥ k − (t − 1) Zr = 1

r0 =r



=

Pr 



/
X
k

Zr0 ≥ k − t Zr = 1 .

(3.19)

r0 =r+1

We now exploit Binary Negative Association of variables
By setting
 Zi (Lemma 25).

P|S|
S = {r+1, r+2, . . . , k/}, Q = {r}, f (a1 , a2 , . . . as ) = 1
i=1 ai ≥ k−t and g(a) = a
we obtain:

h

i

0 ≥ cov f (Zr0 : r0 ∈ S), g(Zr0 : r0 ∈ Q) =

 
k/
 X

cov 1
 0






Zr0 ≥ k − t , Zr  .


r =r+1

Since f, g are binary and non-decreasing we can use Lemma 18 to obtain an equivalent
inequality:


Pr 

/
X



k

Zr0 ≥ k − t

∧



Zr = 1 ≤ Pr 

/
X



k

Zr0 ≥ k − t · Pr [Zr = 1] . (3.20)

r0 =r+1

r0 =r+1

Therefore,
(3.19)

Hr (t − 1)

≤



/
X



k

Pr 

Zr0 ≥ k − t Zr = 1

r0 =r+1



Pr 

≤

k

Zr 0 ≥ k − t

∧

Zr = 1

r0 =r+1

=
(3.20)



/
X

Pr [Zr = 1]


Pr 



k/

X

Zr0 ≥ k − t = Pr

r0 =r+1

" r
X

#

Zr0 ≤ t .

(3.21)

r0 =1

Using Lemma 25 and Lemma 19 we know that (Zr )r∈{1,2,...,k/} are negatively correlated. What is more, t is smaller than the expected value of the sum
(3.10)

t ≤ ` − 1 = (` − 1 + ) −  ≤ r ·  −  < r ·  = E

" r
X

#

Zr0 ,

r0 =1
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Therefore, we can use Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds as follows
(3.21)

Hr (t − 1) ≤

Pr

" r
X

#

Zr0 ≤ t

r0 =1

" r
X

t
Pr
Zr0 < r ·  · 1 − 1 −
r·
r0 =1

=


Theorem 20

≤

 e
 

e

r·

t
−1
r·

t
r·

=



−r·




t
r·

=

e·r·
·
t




#

et−r· · (r · )t
tt

t

.

We are ready to show an approximation ration for any client j ∈ C.
/
X
`

E[costj (Y )] (3.14),(3.15),(3.18)
≤
OPT∗j

max  · ` ·
`∈[k]

Lemma 26

≤

=

1 + max  · ` ·
`∈[k]

/
X

r=(`−1)/+1
/
X
`

1 + max  · ` ·
`∈[k]

`−1
X



r=(`−1)/+1
`

=



r=(`−1)/+1

t=1



!

1
1
· Hr (t − 1) + 
t(t + 1)
`



`−1
X


1
· Hr (t − 1)
t=1 t(t + 1)


`−1
X


e·r·
1
· e−r· ·
t
t=1 t(t + 1)




`−1
X

`/

t





X
et
1
 · e−r· · (r · )t 
· t ·
1 + max ` ·
`∈[k]
t=1 t(t + 1) t
r=(`−1)/+1




`/−1
Z r·
1
et  X
= 1 + max ` ·
· t ·
e−r· · (r · )t dx
`∈[k]
t(t
+
1)
t
r·−
t=1
r=(`−1)/+1

`−1
X

we now use an upper bound on the most interior sum by an integral of the function
ft (x) = e−x · xt . Note that ft0 (x) = e−x · xt−1 · (t − x) ≤ 0 for 1 ≤ t ≤ ` − 1 ≤ x, so
the function f is non-increasing. Therefore
`−1
X

!
Z `
1
et
−x
t
≤ 1 + max ` ·
· t ·
e · x dx .
`∈[k]
`−1
t=1 t(t + 1) t

(3.22)

To bound the above expression we first numerically evaluate it for ` ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 88}
and obtain
1+

max

`∈{1,2,...,88}

`−1
X

!
Z `
1
et
−x
t
`·
e · x dx < 2.3589 < 2.36.
· t ·
`−1
t=1 t(t + 1) t

It remains to bound the expression for ` ∈ {89, 90, . . . , k}, which we do by the fol-
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lowing estimation:
`−1
X

!
Z `
et
1
−x
t
· t ·
1+` ·
e · x dx
`−1
t=1 t(t + 1) t
`−1
X

1
et
· t · e−(`−1) · `t
t=1 t(t + 1) t
√
1
`−1
X
Stirling
2πt · e 12t −(`−1) t
1
·
·e
·`
≤ 1+`·
t!
t=1 t(t + 1)
√
`−1
√
1
1 X
`t+1
`
−(`−1)
≤ 1 + 2π · e 12 · e
·√ ·
·√
t
` t=1 (t + 1)!
`−1
t+1
√
13
1 X `
`
·
≤ 1 + 2π · e 12 · e−` · √ ·
` t=1 (t + 1)! t
`−1
√
13
`
1 X
`t+1
−`
12
≤ 1 + 3 2π · e · e · √ ·
·
` t=1 (t + 1)! t + 2
`
√
Taylor series for e
13
1
≤
1 + 3 2π · e 12 · e−` · √ · e`
`
√
13
1
= 1 + 3 2π · e 12 · √ < 2.3551 < 2.36.
`
≤ 1+`·

3.5
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The maximum is obtained for ` = 4 (see Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: The numerical and the analytical upper bound on the approximation
ratio on intervals (` − 1, `), for each ` ∈ [k].
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3.5

OWA k-Median with the Triangle Inequality

In this section we construct an algorithm for OWA k-Median with costs satisfying
the triangle inequality. Thus, the problem we address in this section is more general
than Harmonic k-Median (i.e., the problem we have considered in the previous
section) in a sense that we allow for arbitrary non-increasing sequences of weights.
On the other hand, it is less general in a sense that we require the costs to form a
specific structure (a metric).
In our approach we first adapt the algorithm of Hajiaghayi et al. [78] for Fault
Tolerant k-Median so that it applies to the following, slightly more general setting: for each client j we introduce its multiplicity mj ∈ N—intuitively, this corresponds to cloning j and co-locating all such clones in the same location as j. However,
this will require a modification of the original algorithm for Fault Tolerant kMedian, since we want to allow the multiplicities {mj }j∈C to be exponential with
respect to the size of the instance (otherwise, we could simply copy each client a
sufficient number of times, and use the original algorithm of Hajiaghayi et al.).
Next, we provide a reduction from OWA k-Median to such a generalization of
Fault Tolerant k-Median. The resulting Fault Tolerant k-Median with
Clients Multiplicities problem can be cast as the following integer program:
X

min

XX

mj · xij · cij

j∈C i∈F

X
i∈F

yi = k

xij = rj

∀j ∈ C

i∈F

xij ≤ yi
yi , xij ∈ {0, 1}
mj ∈ N

∀i ∈ F, j ∈ C
∀i ∈ F
∀j ∈ C

In the subsequent theorem we show that the 93-approximation algorithm of Hajiaghayi et al. can be generalized so that it applies to Fault Tolerant k-Median
with Clients Multiplicities with costs forming a metric.
Theorem 27. There exists a randomized algorithm for Metric Fault Tolerant
k-Median with Clients Multiplicities that computes expected 93-approximate
solution in polynomial time.
Proof. We reduce an instance of Fault Tolerant k-Median with Clients Multiplicities to an instance of Fault Tolerant k-Median by replacing the multiple
mj of a client j with mj clients in the same location and with the same connectivity
requirement (we will call such clients clones of j). Observe that there exists an optimal solution in which each clone of the same client is connected to the same set of
open facilities. Next, we run the 93-approximation algorithm of Hajiaghayi et al. [78]
on such a constructed instance with clones. It is apparent that the solution that we
obtain by following this procedure approximates the original instance with the ratio
of 93. However, the issue is that mj can be exponential in the number of clients in the
original instance, and so the most straightforward implementation of our reduction
does not run in polynomial-time. To deal with that we will efficiently encode the
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reduced instance, and we will show that the algorithm of Hajiaghayi et al. can be
adapted to run on such encoded instances. We proceed as follows.
First, we solve the LP part of the original algorithm [78] with the additional
multiplicative factors {mj }j∈C added to the objective function. From the solution to
P
the LP, (yi )i∈F with i∈F yi = k, we construct an optimal assignment of the clients to
the facilities. We encode such an assignment efficiently by grouping all clones of the
same client into a single cluster and storing an assignment for a single client for each
cluster only (we call such a client the representative of the cluster). In particular, note
that all clones in the same cluster have the same assignments and so, they all have
the same average and maximal assignment costs. We use this property in the next
step of the original algorithm: creating bundles of volume 1 [78, Algorithm 1]. By a
careful analysis of this algorithm we can observe that no new bundles are created for
a cloned client (lines 5 and 6 of Algorithm 1 in [78]) and so that the cloned clients
can be considered in bunches.
Next, as in the original algorithm, we divide the clients into safe and dangerous
by the criterion on the ratio of the maximal and the average cost in the assignment
vector. Intuitively, if the maximum is much higher than the average then the client
is marked as dangerous (for a formal definition see Section 2.2 in [78]), otherwise
it is considered safe. Hence, the clones of the same client are either all safe or all
dangerous. In the latter case they are also in conflict: they are close and they have the
same connectivity requirements (for a definition also see Section 2.2 in [78]). Thus, in
the filtering phase [78, Algorithm 2] either all the dangerous clones of the same client
are filtered out or exactly one of them survives; without loss of generality we can
assume that the representative of the cluster survives. In fact, this is the main reason
why we can quite easy adapt the algorithm. The next step, that is building a laminar
family [78, Algorithm 3], is independent on clients that were filtered out, and so it
can be performed on our efficiently encoded instance. The safe clients are not used
later on by the algorithm (they are only the side effect of creating bundles and later
on they only appear in the algorithm’s analysis). Finally, the rounding process of the
algorithm [78, Section 2.3] depends on the set of constructed bundles and on the set of
filtered dangerous clients (and the induced laminar family), and as we discussed it is
possible to construct each of the two families with efficient encoding. This completes
the proof.
Consider reduction from OWA k-Median to Fault Tolerant k-Median
with Clients Multiplicities depicted on Figure 3.4.
Lemma 28. Let I be an instance of OWA k-Median, and let I 0 be an instance
of Fault Tolerant k-Median with Clients Multiplicities constructed from
I through reduction from Figure 3.4. An α-approximate solution to I 0 is also an
α-approximate solution to I.
Proof. Let W be an α-approximate solution to I 0 . By FT-k-med-multi(W, j) we
denote be the total cost of the clients j1 , j2 , . . . , jk constructed through reduction
from Figure 3.4. Similarly, let OWA-k-med(W, j) be the cost of the client j for a
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Reduction. Let us take an instance I of OWA
k-Median
pi
(C, F, k, w, {cij }i∈F,j∈C ) where wi = qi , i ∈ [k] are rational numbers in the
canonical form. We construct an instance I 0 of Fault Tolerant k-Median
with Clients Multiplicities with the same set of facilities and the same
number of facilities to open, k. Each client j ∈ C is replaced with clients
Q
j1 , j2 , . . . , jk with requirements 1, 2, . . . , k, respectively. For Q = kr=1 qr , the
multiples of the clients are defined as follows:
• mj` = (w` − w`+1 ) · Q, for each ` ∈ [k − 1], and
• mjk = wk · Q.

Figure 3.4: Reduction from OWA k-Median to Fault Tolerant k-Median
with Clients Multiplicities.

solution W in I. For each client j we have:
FT-k-med-multi(W, j) =
=
=
=

k
X

mjr ·

r=1
k X
r
X

r
X

!

c→
i (W, j)

i=1

mjr · c→
i (W, j) =

=

r
k X
X

mjr · c→
i (W, j)

r=1 i=1
k
k
XX

mjr · c→
i (W, j)

r=1 i=1
i=1 r=i
!
k
k
X
X
c→
mjr
i (W, j) ·
i=1
r=i
k
X
c→
i (W, j) · wi · Q = Q · OWA-k-med(W, j).
i=1

Let W∗I and W∗I 0 be optimal solutions for I and I 0 , respectively. By the same reasoning,
we have that:
FT-k-med-multi(W∗I , j) = Q · OWA-k-med(W∗I , j).
And, thus, that:
X

OWA-k-med(W, j) =

j∈C

1
FT-k-med-multi(W, j)
Q
j∈C

X

≤α

1 X
1 X
FT-k-med-multi(W∗I 0 , j) ≤ α
FT-k-med-multi(W∗I , j)
Q j∈C
Q j∈C

=α

X

OWA-k-med(W∗I , j).

j∈C

This completes the proof.
Since our reduction preserves the structure of the costs, we immediately obtain
an approximation algorithm for the metric variant of our problem.
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Theorem 29. There exists a randomized algorithm for Metric OWA k-Median
that computes expected 93-approximate solution in polynomial time.
Proof. We use the reduction from Figure 3.4 and Theorem 27. The approximation
ratio follows from Lemma 28.
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Chapter 4
Minimax Approval Voting
In this chapter we provide three algorithms for the Minimax Approval Voting
problem. In Section 4.1 we show the first polynomial time approximation scheme
(PTAS) for Minimax Approval Voting (Theorem 39) which improves the previous
best 2-approximation due to Caragiannis et al. [39]. Next, in Section 4.2 we construct
a parameterized approximation scheme (Theorem 40) which we use in Section 4.3 to
show a faster PTAS (Theorem 46).
Additional notation for this chapter.
For a natural number t ∈ N, by [t] we denote the set {1, 2, . . . , t}. For a string
s ∈ {0, 1}m , the number of 1’s in s is denoted as n1 (s) and it is also called the
Hamming weight of s; similarly n0 (s) = m − n1 (s) denotes the number of zeroes.
Moreover, the set of all strings of length m with k ones is denoted by Sk,m , i.e.,
Sk,m = {s ∈ {0, 1}m : n1 (s) = k}. s[j] for j ∈ [m] means the j-th letter of a string s.
si [j] = 1 if voter i approves candidate j-th and si [j] = 0 if voter i does not approve
candidate j-th. For a subset of positions P ⊆ [m] we define a subsequence s|P by
removing the letters at positions [m] \ P from s.
We generalize the Hamming distance for real-valued strings x, y ∈ [0, 1]m by
P
m
H(x, y) = m
and a word x ∈ {0, 1}m
j=1 x[j] − y[j] . For a set of words S ⊆ {0, 1}
we denote H(x, S) = maxs∈S H(x, s).
For a string s ∈ {0, 1}m , any string s0 ∈ Sk,m at distance |n1 (s) − k| from s is
called a k-completion of s. Note that it is easy to find such a k-completion s0 : when
n1 (s) ≥ k we obtain s0 by replacing arbitrary n1 (s) − k ones in s by zeroes; similarly
when n1 (s) < k we obtain s0 by replacing arbitrary k − n1 (s) zeroes in s by ones. In
this chapter we assume k-completion is made by a deterministic rule.
Throughout this chapter OPT denotes the value of an optimal solution sOPT
for the given instance ({si }i∈[n] , k) of Minimax Approval Voting, i.e., OPT =
maxi∈[n] H(sOPT , si ).
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We will use the following Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds.

Theorem 30. [118, chapter 4.1] Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn be n independent binary random
variables such that for every i ∈ [n] we have Pr [Xi = 1] = pi , for pi ∈ [0, 1]. Let
P
X = ni=1 Xi . Then,
• for any 0 <  ≤ 1 we have:




(4.1)





(4.2)





(4.3)

Pr [X > (1 + ) · E [X]] ≤ exp − 13 2 · E [X]

Pr [X < (1 − ) · E [X]] ≤ exp − 21 2 · E [X]
• for any 1 <  we have:
Pr [X > (1 + ) · E [X]] ≤ exp − 13  · E [X]
Pr [X < (1 − ) · E [X]] = 0

4.1

(4.4)

The First Polynomial Time Approximation
Scheme

In this section we will show the first polynomial time approximation scheme for Minimax Approval Voting. First, in Subsection 4.1.1 we formalize the information
we may extract from subset of votes, and introduce a measure of inaccuracy of such
a subset. Next, in Subsection 4.1.2 we prove the existence of a small subset of votes
with stable inaccuracy. In Subsection 4.1.3 we show that the optimization problem
of deciding the part of the committee not induced by the subset of votes can be approximated with only a small additional loss in the objective function. Finally, in
Subsection 4.1.4 we give an algorithm considering all subsets of a fixed size and show
that, in the iteration when the algorithm happens to consider a subset with stable
inaccuracy, it will produce a (1 + )-approximate solution to Minimax Approval
Voting.

4.1.1

Extracting Information from Subsets

We consider subsets of votes and analyze the information they carry. We measure
the inaccuracy of this information with respect to the set of all votes. We show that
there exists a small subset with stable inaccuracy, i.e., the drop of inaccuracy after
including one more vote is small.
Let us define an inaccuracy function ina : 2S 7→ N≥0 that measures the inaccuracy
if we will consider subset Y ⊆ S instead of S. The smaller the ina(Y ) is the better
the common parts of strings in Y represent sOPT .
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Definition 31. For all Y ⊆ S, Y 6= ∅ we define tY ∈ {0, 1}m and ina(Y ) as:


0


if ∀y∈Y y[j] = 0,
tY [j] = 1
if ∀y∈Y y[j] = 1,


sOPT [j] otherwise.
ina(Y ) = H(tY , sOPT ).
Intuitively tY is the optimal solution sOPT changed at positions where all strings
from Y agree. Also we define the pattern of a subset of votes.
Definition 32. For all Y ⊆ S, Y 6= ∅ we define pattern pY ∈ {0, 1, ∗}m as:


0


pY [j] = 1


∗

if ∀y∈Y y[j] = 0,
if ∀y∈Y y[j] = 1,
otherwise.

It represents positions that all strings in Y agree. “∗” encodes a mismatch. Note
that (from Definitions 31 and 32) tY is an optimal solution sOPT overwritten by a
pattern pY on no-star positions:
tY [j] =


s

OPT [j]

pY [j]

if pY [j] = ∗
otherwise.

The inaccuracy function has the following property:
Lemma 33. ∀si1 ∈S , for all sequences {si1 } = Y1 ⊆ Y2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Yn = S we have
OPT ≥ ina(Y1 ) ≥ ina(Y2 ) ≥ · · · ≥ ina(Yn ) = 0.
Proof. It is easy to see that
def.

ina(Y1 ) = H(tY1 , sOPT ) = H(t{si1 } , sOPT ) = H(si1 , sOPT ) ≤ OPT,
ina(Yn ) = ina(S) = H(sOPT , sOPT ) = 0.
Still we need to prove ina(Yi ) ≥ ina(Yi+1 ). Pattern pYi+1 is built on strings from
Yi ⊆ Yi+1 and strings from Yi+1 \ Yi . So pYi+1 has at least as many ∗’s as pYi has.
Therefore tYi+1 has at least as
many
positions as tYi has that agree with optimal


solution sOPT , so H tYi , sOPT ≥ H tYi+1 , sOPT . Using definition of the inaccuracy
function (Definition 31) we prove the lemma.
Intuitively ina(Y ) − ina(Y ∪ {y}) is the decrease of the inaccuracy from adding
element y to set Y . We will show that, when adding one more element y to sets Y, Z
such that Y ⊆ Z, the inaccuracy decrease more in a case of adding y to the smaller
set Y than adding y to the bigger set Z.
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Lemma 34. If we artificially extend the ina(·) function for the empty set as ina(∅) =
2 · OPT, then the ina(·) function is supermodular1 , i.e.,
∀Y ⊆Z⊆S

∀s∈S

ina(Z) − ina(Z ∪ {s}) ≤ ina(Y ) − ina(Y ∪ {s})

(4.5)

Proof. Let fix Y, Z and s such that Y ⊆ Z ⊆ S and s ∈ S.
Case 1: Z = ∅:
Then also Y = ∅, and inequality (4.5) holds obviously.
Case 2: Z 6= ∅, Y = ∅:
We have:
ina(Z) − ina(Z ∪ {s}) ≤ OPT = 2 · OPT − OPT ≤ ina(∅) − ina({s})
= ina(Y ) − ina(Y ∪ {s}),
because we use respectively: Lemma 33 and the fact that Z has at least one element;
definition of ina(·) for empty set and an upper bound for ina(·) function; assumption
that Y = ∅.
Case 3: Z 6= ∅, Y 6= ∅:
From definition of ina(·) we have:






ina(Z) − ina(Z ∪ {s}) = H tZ , sOPT − H tZ∪{s} , sOPT



counting a difference by considering two cases for value of sOPT we obtain
=

n

o

n

o

j : sOPT [j] = 1 ∧ tZ∪{s} [j] = 1 ∧ tZ [j] = 0

+ j : sOPT [j] = 0 ∧ tZ∪{s} [j] = 0 ∧ tZ [j] = 1
using definition of t(·) we get
=

n

o

n

o

j : sOPT [j] = 1 ∧ s[j] = 1 ∧ ∀z∈Z z[j] = 0

+ j : sOPT [j] = 0 ∧ s[j] = 0 ∧ ∀z∈Z z[j] = 1
taking an universal quantifier over a smaller subset we obtain
≤

n

o

n

o

j : sOPT [j] = 1 ∧ s[j] = 1 ∧ ∀y∈Y y[j] = 0

+ j : sOPT [j] = 0 ∧ s[j] = 0 ∧ ∀y∈Y y[j] = 1
reversing all previous transformations finally we obtain
= ina(Y ) − ina(Y ∪ {s}).

according to [134, page 766], f : 2S 7→ R is supermodular iff ∀Y,Z⊆S f (Y ) + f (Z) ≤ f (Y ∪
Z) + f (Y ∩ Z) which is equivalent with ∀Y ⊆Z⊆S ∀s∈S f (Z) − f (Z ∪ {s}) ≤ f (Y ) − f (Y ∪ {s}).
1
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ina(Sr )
OPT

6 OPT
R
6 OPT
R
6 OPT
R
6 OPT
R

r

0

m

R

r

Figure 4.1: The inaccuracy function ina(·) for the sequence of subsets S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂
· · · ⊂ Sn = S.

4.1.2

Existence of a Stable Subset

In this section we will show there exists R-size subset of votes X that when adding
one more vote into X the inaccuracy decreases by at most OPT
.
R
Lemma 35. For any fixed R ∈ N≥1 there exists a subset X ⊆ S, |X| = R such that
∀s∈S\X
We say such X is

ina(X) − ina(X ∪ {s}) ≤

OPT
.
R

(4.6)

OPT
-stable.
R

Proof. First, we construct Sr satisfying (4.6) with at most R elements.
Let us construct a sequence of subsets S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Sn = S, |Si | = i. We
take S1 = {si1 }, where si1 is any element of S and for r ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n} we take
Sr = Sr−1 ∪ {sir } where sir is such a vote that after adding it the inaccuracy function
decreases the most, i.e.,




sir = arg max ina(Sr−1 ) − ina(Sr−1 ∪ {s}) .

(4.7)

s∈S\Sr−1

We have
R
1 X
ina(Sr ) − ina(Sr+1 ) =
min ina(Sr ) − ina(Sr+1 ) ≤
r∈{1,2,...,R}
R r=1

!

=


1
OPT
ina(S1 ) − ina(SR+1 ) ≤
,
R
R

(4.8)
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because (from Lemma 33) we know that ina(S1 ) ≤ OPT and ina(SR+1 ) ≥ 0. Let r
be a minimizer for the left-hand side of (4.8), then (by the choice of sir in (4.7)) we
have:


OPT
,
(4.9)
max ina(Sr ) − ina(Sr ∪ {s}) ≤
s∈S\Sr
R
thus Sr satisfies (4.6), see Figure 1. If Sr has less elements than R we can extend
Sr to an R-elements subset X by adding any elements of S \ Sr . It follows from the
supermodularity of ina(·). From Lemma 34 we have:
∀s∈S\Sr

ina(X) − ina(X ∪ {s}) ≤ ina(Sr ) − ina(Sr ∪ {s}),

and hence also:








max ina(X) − ina(X ∪ {s}) ≤ max ina(Sr ) − ina(Sr ∪ {s}) .

s∈S\Sr

s∈S\Sr

(4.10)

Finally, taking (4.9) and (4.10) we obtain:




max ina(X) − ina(X ∪ {s}) ≤

s∈S\X

OPT
.
R

Of course we cannot construct such a subset efficiently if we do not know sOPT .
How to find a proper subset X? For constructing our PTAS we will fix R ∈ N≥1 and
consider all subsets Y ⊆ S with cardinality R. There is less than nR ∈ poly(n) such
subsets. For clarity, we will use Y ⊆ S in arguments valid for all subsets considered
-stable subset of votes.
by the algorithm, and X ⊆ S for a OPT
R
For a fixed Y ⊆ S, Y 6= ∅, w.l.o.g. we reorder candidates in such a way that pY is
a lexicographically smallest permutation:
pY = ∗ ∗ . . . ∗ 00 . . . 011 . . . 1.
The first part (from the left) is called “star positions” or “star part”. The remaining
part is called “no-star part”. We define p(∗) (Y ) as the number of ∗ in pY and we
denote it β:
(∗)
β = pY = {j : pY [j] = ∗} .
In our PTAS we essentially fix the “no-star part” of the answer to the pattern pY
and optimize over the choices for the “star part” of the outcome. If the number of
stars or number of 1’s on star positions of sOPT is small enough, then there is only
poly(n, m) possible solutions and we can consider all of them. Let us analyze the size
of the “star part”.
Lemma 36. For all Y ⊆ S we have
β = p(∗) (Y ) ≤ |Y | · OPT
Proof. Consider an arbitrary Y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , y|Y | }. We can construct Y in the following 3 phases:
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1. Y := {sOPT }
2. for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |Y |} do
Y := Y ∪ {yi }
3. Y := Y \ {sOPT }
After that we obtain set Y . Let us calculate how many stars pY has. In Phase 1
there are no stars. In each step in Phase 2 we add at most OPT stars, because
∀i∈{1,2,...,|Y |} H(yi , sOPT ) ≤ OPT. In Phase 3 we can at most decrease the number
of stars. So β ≤ |Y | · OPT.
Note that for X from Lemma 35 we have
p(∗) (X) ≤ |X| · OPT = R · OPT.
Let us now introduce some more notation. Assuming Y ⊆ S and hence also
β = p(∗) (Y ) are fixed, we will use the following notation to denote the “star part”
and the “no-star part” of a string x ∈ {0, 1}m :
x0 = x[1] · x[2] · . . . · x[β],
x00 = x[β + 1] · x[β + 2] · . . . · x[m],
where“·” is a concatenation of strings (letters). So we divide x into two parts: x =
x0 · x00 .
In the following lemma we will show that for the pattern from a stable subset X
we can change the number of 1’s in the “no-star part” to the properly guessed number
of 1’s loosing only twice the stability constant.
Lemma 37. If X ⊆ S is (1 · OPT)-stable, z 00 is a k 00 -completion of p00X , where
k 00 = n1 (s00OPT ), then
∀i∈{1,2,...,n}

H(s0OPT · z 00 , si ) ≤ (1 + 21 ) · OPT.

(4.11)

Proof. W.l.o.g. there is insufficient number of 1’s in no-star part of pattern pX , i.e.,
k 00 ≥ n1 (p00X ). The other case is symmetric.
Let us fix si ∈ S and consider all combinations of values in strings p00X , z 00 , s00i ,
00
sOPT at the same position j. αa ∈ N, for a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 12}, counts the number of
positions j with combination a, see Table 4.1.
We have
H(z 00 , s00i ) = {j : z 00 [j] 6= s00i [j]}
and we consider two cases for value of sOPT at position j:
= {j : z 00 [j] 6= s00i [j] ∧ (z 00 [j] = sOPT ∨ z 00 [j] 6= sOPT )}
next, we divide it into two components:
=

{j : sOPT = z 00 [j] 6= s00i [j]
+ {j :

}

z 00 [j] 6= s00i [j] = sOPT )}
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index
of a combination
p00X [j]
z 00 [j]
s00i [j]
00
sOPT [j]
number
of occurrences
H(z 00 [j], s00i [j])
H(s00OPT [j], s00i [j])

combinations
6
7
8

1

2

3

4

5

0
0
0
0
α1

0
0
1
0
α2

0
0
0
1
α3

0
0
1
1
α4

0
1
0
0
α5

0
1
1
0
α6

0
1
0
1
α7

0
0

1
1

0
1

1
0

1
0

0
1

1
1

9

10

11

12

0
1
1
1
α8

1
1
0
0
α9

1
1
1
0
α10

1
1
0
1
α11

1
1
1
1
α12

0
0

1
0

0
1

1
1

0
0

Table 4.1: Combinations of values in strings p00X , z 00 , s00i , s00OPT . There is only 12
combinations (no 24 = 16), because by the assumption k 00 ≥ n1 (p00X ) we never
change from 1 in p00X to 0 in z 00 .

we use case counts from Table 4.1 to count positions in both components:
+ α6 + α10 −
α − α6 − α10}) + (α4 + α5 + α9 ) =
= (α
+ α{z7 + α11} + α
|3
{z 3
|2
|

=0

first component

{z

}

second component

and we use the definition of the Hamming distance:




= H(s00OPT , s00i ) − α3 − α6 − α10 + (α4 + α5 + α9 ).


(4.12)



Since n1 (z 00 ) = k 00 = n1 s00OPT , we get
12
X

αk = α3 + α4 + α7 + α8 + α11 + α12

k=5

α5 = α3 + α4 − α6 − α9 − α10 .

(4.13)

α4 + α8 + α9 ≤ 1 · OPT,

(4.14)

Also we have
because X is 1 · OPT-stable. Now we are ready to prove equation (4.11).
def.

H(s0OPT · z 00 , si ) = H(s0OPT , s0i ) + H(z 00 , s00i )
(4.12)

= H(s0OPT , s0i ) + H(s00OPT , s00i ) − α3 − α6 − α10 + α4 + α5 + α9
(4.14)

(4.13)

= H(sOPT , si ) +2( α4 −α6 − α10 ) ≤ (1 + 21 ) · OPT.
|

{z

≤OPT

}

|{z}
(4.14)

≤ 1 ·OPT
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An Auxiliary Optimization Problem

In this section we will consider the optimization problem obtained after guessing the
number of 1’s in the two parts and fixing the “no-star part” of the outcome. It has
variables for all the positions of the “star part” and constraints for all the original
votes si ∈ S.
Let us define the optimization problem IP(Y, k 0 ) in terms of the integer program
(4.15)-(4.19):
minimize q
n1 (s0 ) = k 0
H(s0 , s0i ) ≤ q − H(s00ALG , s00i ) ∀i∈{1,2,...,n}
q≥0
0
s [j] ∈ {0, 1}
∀j∈{1,2,...,β}

(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
(∗)

where Y ⊆ S, k = k 0 + k 00 , and s00ALG is the k 00 -completion of p00Y . Recall that β = pY
and p00Y is the “no-star part” of the pattern pY .
In the LP relaxation LP(Y, k 0 ) the constraint (4.19) is replaced with:
s0 [j] ∈ [0, 1]

∀j∈{1,2,...,β}

(4.20)

Constraints (4.15)-(4.18),(4.20) are linear because
β
X

n1 (s0 ) =

s0 [j]

j=1

and
H(s

0

, s0i )

=

β 
X

χ(s0i [j]

0

= 0) · s [j] +

χ(s0i [j]

0



= 1) · (1 − s [j])

j=1

are linear functions of s0 [j], where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , β}.
Lemma 38. For each R ∈ N≥1 , Y ⊆ S, |Y | ≤ R, k 0 ∈ N, 2 ∈ (0, 21 ) we can find an
(1 + 22 )-approximation solution of IP(Y, k 0 ) by solving LP(Y, k 0 ) and considering at
most
2
(3n)

3R ln(2)
(2 )2

+m

3R ln(6)
(2 )2

cases.

Proof. Let us fix constant 2 ∈ (0, 12 ). We consider three cases:
Case 1: β ≤ 3R(ln(3n)
2
2)
There is 2β possibilities for s0 . We can bound it as follows.
2β ≤ 2

3R ln(3n)
(2 )2

ln(3n)

=e

3R ln(2)
(2 )2

= (3n)

3R ln(2)
(2 )2

∈ poly(n),

because 2 and R are fixed constants. So we will check (in polynomial time) all
possibilities for s0 and we will find optimal solution of the integer program.
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2

Case 2: k 0 ≤ 3R(2ln(6)
)2
We can upper bound the number of possibilities for s0 by the number of setting 1’s
into β positions:
3R2 ln(6)
3R2 ln(6)
β
k0
(2 )2
≤β ≤β
≤ m (2 )2 ∈ poly(m),
k0

!

because 2 and R are fixed constants.
2

∧ k 0 > 3R(2ln(6)
Case 3: β > 3R(ln(3n)
2
)2
2)
We denote an optimal solution of the IP(Y, k 0 ) by ((s0 )IP , q IP ) and an optimal solution
of the LP(Y, k 0 ) by ((s0 )LP , q LP ). Obviously we have q LP ≤ q IP . We can solve the LP in
polynomial time but we may obtain a fractional solution. We will round the variables
independently. We will use a randomized rounding defined by distributions on each
position j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , β}:
Pr [s0 [j] = 1] = (s0 )LP [j],

Pr [s0 [j] = 0] = 1 − (s0 )LP [j].

(4.21)

We can estimate the expected value of a distance to such a random solution s0 :


∀i∈{1,2,...,n}

h

i

def.

E H(s0 , s0i ) = E 

β
X



s0 [j] − s0i [j] 

j=1



= E

β 
X

χ(s0i [j] = 0) · s0 [j]



+ χ(s0i [j] = 1) · (1 − s0 [j])




j=1
β 
lin. of E X

=

χ(s0i [j]

h

0

= 0) · E s [j]

i

+

χ(s0i [j]

h

0

= 1) · E 1 − s [j]



i

j=1
β 
(4.21) X

=





χ(s0i [j] = 0) · (s0 )LP [j] + χ(s0i [j] = 1) · 1 − (s0 )LP [j]

j=1

def.



= H (s0 )LP , s0i

 (4.17)

≤ q LP − H(s00ALG , s00i ).

(4.22)

H(s0 , s0i ) is a sum of β independent binary random variables. For 0 ∈ (0, 1) using
Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds we have:
h

h

If we take 0 =


2 ·q IP
E[H(s0 ,s0i )]

h
i
1
≤ exp − (0 )2 · E H(s0 , s0i ) .
3

ii (4.1)

Pr H(s0 , s0i ) ≥ (1 + 0 ) · E H(s0 , s0i )



then we obtain:


h
h
i
i
1 (2 )2 · (q IP )2 
i ≥ Pr H(s0 , s0i ) ≥ E H(s0 , s0i ) + 2 · q IP
exp − · h
3 E H(s0 , s0i )
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(4.22)

h

i

≥ Pr H(s0 , s0i ) ≥ q LP − H(s00ALG , s00i ) + 2 · q IP .
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(4.23)

We want to know an upper bound for the probability that we make an error greater
than 2 · q IP for at least one vote:
h

Pr ∃i∈{1,2,...,n} : H(s0 , s0i ) ≥ q LP − H(s00ALG , s00i ) + 2 · q IP




i

1 (2 )2 · (q IP )2 
1
i ≤ n · exp − (2 )2 · q IP ,
≤ n · exp − · h
0
0
3 E H(s , si )
3

(4.23)





(4.24)

where the last inequality is because of:
h

E H(s0 , s0i )

i (4.22)

≤ q LP − H(s00ALG , s00i ) ≤ q IP .

We want to further upper bound the probability in (4.24). From the assumption
about β and from Lemma 36 we have:
3R ln(3n)
<β
(2 )2

Lemma 36

≤

|Y | · OPT ≤ R · OPT ≤ R · q IP ,

equivalently
1
1
> n · exp − (2 )2 · q IP .
3
3




(4.25)

Finally we have
h

Pr ∃i∈{1,2,...,n} : H(s0 , s0i ) ≥ q LP − H(s00ALG , s00i ) + 2 · q IP
Hence, with probability at least
∀i∈{1,2,...,n}

2
3

i (4.24),(4.25)

<

1
.
3

(4.26)

we obtain:

H(s0 · s00ALG , si ) = H(s0 , s0i ) + H(s00ALG , s00i )
(4.26)

< q LP − H(s00ALG , s00i ) + 2 · q IP + H(s00ALG , s00i ) ≤ (1 + 2 ) · q IP . (4.27)

We can also obtain a wrong number o 1’s in s0 . We define s0ALG as the k 0 -completion of
s0 . We will show that the additional error for such operation is not so big. Expected
number of 1’s in s0 is equal k 0 :

h

0

i

def.

E n1 (s ) =

E

β
X

j=1



β
def.
lin. of E X 0 LP

s [j]
=
(s ) [j] =
0



n1 (s0 )LP

 (4.16)
= k0.

j=1

We want to know how much we lose taking the k 0 -completion. Similar as before,
P
n1 (s0 ) = βj=1 s0 [j] is a sum of β independent binary random variables. For 00 ∈ (0, 1)
using Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds we have:
(4.1)
1
Pr [n1 (s0 ) ≥ (1 + 00 ) · k 0 ] ≤ exp − (00 )2 · k 0 ,
3
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(4.2)
1
Pr [n1 (s0 ) ≤ (1 − 00 ) · k 0 ] ≤ exp − (00 )2 · k 0 .
2



Taking both inequalities together, 00 =

2
R



and using assumption k 0 >

3R2 ln(6)
(2 )2

we get:

!

1 (2 )2 0
1
1
<
.
Pr [|n1 (s ) − k | ≥  · k ] ≤ 2 · exp − (00 )2 · k 0 ≤ 2 · exp −
·
k
3
3 R2
3
0

0

00



0

2
the
3
Lemma 36

So with probability at least



error from taking the k 0 -completion is not greater

2
than 00 · k 0 = R2 · k 0 ≤ R2 · β
≤
· |Y | · OPT ≤ 2 · OPT ≤ 2 · q IP .
R
Combining the above with (4.27) we obtain an (1+22 )-approximate solution with
probability at least 13 .

4.1.4

Algorithm and Its Complexity Analysis

Now we are ready to combine the ideas into a single algorithm (see Algorithm 4).
Algorithm 4: Polynomial time approximation scheme for Minimax Approval
Voting.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

for each R-element subset Y = {si1 , si2 , . . . , siR } ⊆ S do
for each division k into two parts k = k 0 + k 00 do
s00ALG ← k 00 -completion of p00Y (if not possible, then skip this inner iteration);
s0ALG ← an approximation solution of IP(Y, k 0 ) from Lemma 38
(if LP(Y, k 0 ) infeasible, then skip this inner iteration);
evaluate s0ALG · s00ALG by computing maxi∈{1,2,...,n} H(si , s0ALG · s00ALG );
sALG ← the best solution s0ALG · s00ALG from a loop in lines 1-5;
return sALG ;

It remains to argue that for a large enough parameter R the above algorithm will
at some point consider a stable subset of votes X that leads to an accurate enough
approximation of the objective function of Minimax Approval Voting.
Theorem 39. For any  > 0 we can find (1+)-approximation solution for Minimax
4
4
Approval Voting in polynomial time nO(1/ ) ·mO(1) +nO(1/) ·mO(1/ ) with probability
at least 1 − p, for any fixed p > 0.
Proof. Let 0 = 3 < 13 .
By Lemma 35, there exists an 0 ·OPT
-stable set of votes X ⊆ S of cardinality
2
2
|X| = R = d 0 e.
Consider algorithm Algorithm 4. In one iteration it will consider X and k 0 , k 00
such that n1 (s0OPT ) = k 0 . Recall that s00ALG is the specific k 00 -completion of p00X . By
Lemma 37 we have:
H(s0OPT · s00ALG , si ) ≤ (1 + 0 ) · OPT,
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hence s0 = s0OPT , q = (1 + 0 ) · OPT is a feasible solution to IP(X, k 0 ) and the
optimal value of IP(X, k 0 ) is at most (1 + 0 ) · OPT.
By Lemma 38 with 2 = 20 we find a (1 + 0 )-approximate solution (s0ALG , qALG )
to IP(X, k 0 ) with probability at least 31 . So we have:
0 <1

qALG ≤ (1 + 0 ) · (1 + 0 ) · OPT ≤ (1 + 30 ) · OPT = (1 + ) · OPT.
It remains to observe, that sALG = s0ALG ·s00ALG is a solution to Minimax Approval
Voting of cost qALG ≤ (1 + ) · OPT with probability at least 31 . In order to increase
the success probablility to 1 − p we repeat the algorithm log2/3 (p) = O(1) times. Then
indeed, probability of incorrect answer is at most
( 23 )log2/3 (p) = p.

6
The algorithm examined O(nR ) ⊆ O nd  e ⊆ poly(n) subsets Y , O(m) choices of


k 0 and each time considered at most O (3n)108·d6/e·ln(2)/ + m108·d6/e
So the total running time is upper bounded by n

4.2

2

O(1/4 )

O(1)

·m

2

O(1/)

+n

·ln(6)/2

·m



cases.

O(1/4 )

.

Parameterized Approximation Scheme

In this section we will show a parameterized time approximation scheme for Minimax
Approval Voting proving the following theorem.
Theorem 40. There exists a randomized algorithm which, given an instance (S =
{si }i∈[n] , k, d) of the decision version of Minimax Approval
Voting (d is the re

quired maximal distance) and any  ∈ (0, 3), runs in time O

 2d
3


· (m + n) + mn

and either
(i) reports a solution at a distance at most (1 + )d from S, or
(ii) reports that there is no solution at a distance at most d from S.
In the latter case, the answer is correct with probability at least 1 − p, for arbitrarily
small fixed p > 0.
Let us proceed with the proof. In what follows we assume p = 1/2, since then
we can get the claim even if p < 1/2 by repeating the whole algorithm dlog2 (1/p)e
times. Indeed, then the algorithm returns an incorrect answer only if each of the
dlog2 (1/p)e repetitions returned an incorrect answer, which happens with probability
at most (1/2)log2 (1/p) = p.
Assume we are given a yes-instance and let us fix a solution s∗ ∈ Sk,m , i.e., a
string at distance at most d from all the input strings. Our approach is to begin with
a string x0 ∈ Sk,m not very far from s∗ , and next perform a number of steps. In the
j-th step we either conclude that xj−1 is already a (1 + )-approximate solution, or
with some probability we find another string xj which is closer to s∗ .
First observe that if |n1 (s1 ) − k| > d, then clearly there is no solution and our
algorithm reports NO. Hence in what follows we assume |n1 (s1 ) − k| ≤ d. We set x0
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to be any k-completion of s1 , therefore we get H(x0 , s1 ) ≤ d. Since H(s1 , s∗ ) ≤ d, by
the triangle inequality we get the following bound
H(x0 , s∗ ) ≤ H(x0 , s1 ) + H(s1 , s∗ ) ≤ 2d.

(4.28)

Now we are ready to describe our algorithm precisely (see also Algorithm 5).
We begin with x0 defined as above. We are going to create a sequence of strings
x0 , x1 , . . . , xd satisfying n1 (xj ) = k for every j. For j ∈ [d] we do the following. If
for every i ∈ [n] we have H(xj−1 , si ) ≤ (1 + )d the algorithm terminates and returns
xj−1 . Otherwise, fix any i ∈ [n] such that H(xj−1 , si ) > (1 + )d. Let Pj,0 = {a ∈
[m] : 0 = xj−1 [a] 6= si [a] = 1} and Pj,1 = {a ∈ [m] : 1 = xj−1 [a] 6= si [a] = 0}. The
algorithm samples a position a0 ∈ Pj,0 and a position a1 ∈ Pj,1 . In case Pj,0 = ∅ or
Pj,1 = ∅ we return NO because it means that H(si , Sk,m ) = H(si , xj−1 ) > d. Then,
xj is obtained from xj−1 by swapping the 0 at position a0 with the 1 at position a1 .
If the algorithm finishes without finding a solution, it reports NO.
Algorithm 5: Parameterized approximation scheme for Minimax Approval
Voting.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

if |n1 (s1 ) − k| > d then return NO;
x0 ← any k-completion of s1 ;
for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d} do
if H(xj−1 , S) ≤ (1 + )d then return xj−1 ;
otherwise there exists si s.t. H(xj−1 , si ) > (1 + )d;
Pj,0 ← {a ∈ [m] : 0 = xj−1 [a] 6= si [a] = 1};
Pj,1 ← {a ∈ [m] : 1 = xj−1 [a] 6= si [a] = 0};
if min(|Pj,0 |, |Pj,1 |) = 0 then return NO;
xj ← swap 0 and 1 in xj−1 on a pair of random positions from Pj,0 and Pj,1 ;
if H(xd , S) ≤ (1 + )d then return xd ;
else return NO;

The following lemma is the key to get a lower bound on the probability that the
xj ’s get close to s∗ .
Lemma 41. Let x be a string in Sk,m such that H(x, si ) ≥ (1 + )d for some i ∈ [n].
Let s∗ ∈ Sk,m be any solution, i.e., a string at distance at most d from all the strings
sj , j ∈ [n]. Denote
P0∗ = {a ∈ [m] : 0 = x[a] 6= si [a] = s∗ [a] = 1} ,
P1∗ = {a ∈ [m] : 1 = x[a] 6= si [a] = s∗ [a] = 0} .
Then, it holds that min (|P0∗ | , |P1∗ |) ≥

d
.
2

Proof. Let P be the set of positions on which x and si differ, i.e., P = {a ∈ [m] :
x[a] 6= si [a]} (see Figure 4.2). Note that P0∗ ∪ P1∗ ⊆ P . Let Q = [m] \ P .
The intuition behind the proof is that if min(|P0∗ |, |P1∗ |) is small, then s∗ differs
too much from si , either because s∗ |P is similar to x|P (when |P0∗ | ≈ |P1∗ |) or because
s∗ |Q has much more 1’s than si |Q (when |P0∗ | differs much from |P1∗ |).
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Q

P
x

0

1

0

1

si

1

0

0

1

s∗

0

1

0

1

P0∗ P1∗
Figure 4.2: Strings x, si and s∗ after permuting the positions.

We begin with a couple of useful observations on the number of 1’s in different
parts of x, si and s∗ . Since x and si are the same on Q, we get
n1 (x|Q ) = n1 (si |Q ).

(4.29)

Since n1 (x) = n1 (s∗ ), we get n1 (x|P ) + n1 (x|Q ) = n1 (s∗ |P ) + n1 (s∗ |Q ), and further
n1 (s∗ |Q ) − n1 (x|Q ) = n1 (x|P ) − n1 (s∗ |P ).

(4.30)

n1 (s∗ |P ) = |P0∗ | + n1 (x|P ) − |P1∗ |.

(4.31)

Finally note that
We are going to derive a lower bound on H(si , s∗ ). First, we have
H(si |P , s∗ |P ) = |P | − (|P0∗ | + |P1∗ |) = H(x, si ) − (|P0∗ | + |P1∗ |)
≥ (1 + )d − (|P0∗ | + |P1∗ |).

(4.32)

On the other hand, it holds that
(4.29)

H(si |Q , s∗ |Q ) ≥ |n1 (s∗ |Q ) − n1 (si |Q )| = |n1 (s∗ |Q ) − n1 (x|Q )|
(4.30)

(4.31)

= |n1 (x|P ) − n1 (s∗ |P )| =

|P1∗ | − |P0∗ | .

(4.33)

It follows that
d

≥

H(si , s∗ ) = H(si |P , s∗ |P ) + H(si |Q , s∗ |Q )

(4.32),(4.33)

≥

(1 + )d − (|P0∗ | + |P1∗ |) + ||P1∗ | − |P0∗ || = (1 + )d − 2 min(|P0∗ |, |P1∗ |).

Hence, min(|P0∗ |, |P1∗ |) ≥

d
2

as required.

Corollary 42. Assume that there is a solution s∗ ∈ Sk,m and that the algorithm
created a string xj , for some j ∈ {0, . . . , d}. Then, it holds that Pr[H(xj , s∗ ) ≤
2d − 2j] ≥

 2j

3

.
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Proof. We use induction on j. For j = 0 the claim follows from (4.28). Consider
j > 0. By the induction hypothesis, we get
∗

Pr[H(xj−1 , s ) ≤ 2d − 2j + 2] ≥

 2j−2


3

(4.34)

.

Assume that H(xj−1 , s∗ ) ≤ 2d − 2j + 2. Since xj was created, H(xj−1 , si ) > (1 + )d
for some i ∈ [n]. Since H(s∗ , si ) ≤ d, by the triangle inequality we get the following
|Pj,0 | + |Pj,1 | = H(xj−1 , si ) ≤ H(xj−1 , s∗ ) + H(s∗ , si ) ≤ 3d − 2j + 2 ≤ 3d.

(4.35)

Then, we have
|P0∗ |

|P1∗ |



d
2

2

 2


·
≥  2 =
Pr[H(xj , s ) ≤ 2d − 2j | H(xj−1 , s ) ≤ 2d − 2j + 2] ≥
3d
|Pj,0 | · |Pj,1 |
3
∗

∗

.

2

(4.36)
The first inequality holds through counting proper swaps among all possible swaps.
The second inequality follows from Lemma 41 and (4.35). The claim follows by
combining (4.34) and (4.36).
In order to increase the success probability, we repeat the algorithm until a solution is found or the number of repetitions is at least (3/)2d . By Corollary 42 the
probability that there is a solution but it was not found is bounded by
 2d !(3/)2d


1−
3

1
= 1−
(3/)2d

!(3/)2d

≤

1
1
< .
e
2

This finishes the proof of Theorem 40.
d
p
0.5
10−10
10−20

10

15

20

25

0.3
0.357
0.370

0.2
0.225
0.230

0.15
0.164
0.167

0.12
0.129
0.131

Table 4.2: Rounded values of  =

3
d



· log p1



1
2d

.

Table 4.2 presents (rounded) values of  for which the worst case bounds (with
constants omitted) for the running times of algorithm from Theorem 40 and the
algorithm of [116] are equal, i.e., when (3/)2d · log2 (1/p) = d2d which gives  =
1
(3/d) · (log2 (1/p)) 2d . For  greater than the values in Table 4.2 our algorithm can be
faster than the previous one for instances with no solution at distance at most d from
S. Note that the effect of p on the border value of  is not very significant. However, a meaningful comparison of practical aspects of these two algorithms requires
performing a series of experiments with actual implementations.
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4.3

A Faster Polynomial Time Approximation
Scheme

The goal of this section is to present a PTAS for the optimization version of Min2
imax Approval Voting running in time nO(1/ ·log(1/)) · poly(m). It is achieved
by combining the parameterized approximation scheme from Theorem 40 with the
following result, which might be of independent interest.
Theorem 43. There exists a randomized polynomial time algorithm which, for arbitrarily small fixed p > 0, given an instance ({si }i∈[n] , k) of Minimax Approval
Voting and any  > 0 such that OPT ≥ 1222ln n , reports a solution, which with
probability at least 1 − p is at distance at most (1 + ) · OPT from S.
In what follows, we prove Theorem 43. As in the proof of Theorem 40 we assume
w.l.o.g. p = 1/2. Note that we can assume  < 1, for otherwise it suffices to use
the 2-approximation of [39]. We also assume n ≥ 3, for otherwise it is a straightforward exercise to find an optimal solution in linear time. Let us define a linear
program (4.37–4.40):
minimize d
X

(4.37)

xj = k

(4.38)

j∈[m]

X

(1 − xj ) +

j∈[m]
si [j]=1

X

xj ≤ d

∀i ∈ [n]

(4.39)

∀j ∈ [m]

(4.40)

j∈[m]
si [j]=0

xj ∈[0, 1]

The linear program (4.37–4.40) is a relaxation of the natural integer program for
Minimax Approval Voting, obtained by replacing (4.40) by the discrete constraint
xj ∈ {0, 1}. Indeed, observe that xj corresponds to the j-th letter of the solution
x = x1 · · · xm , (4.38) states that n1 (x) = k, and (4.39) states that H(x, S) ≤ d.
Algorithm 6: The algorithm from Theorem 43
1
2
3
4
5

Solve the LP (4.37–4.40) obtaining an optimal solution (x∗1 , . . . , x∗m , d∗ );
for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} do
Set x[j] ← 1 with probability x∗j and x[j] ← 0 with probability 1 − x∗j ;
y ← any k-completion of x;
return y;

Our algorithm is defined as follows (see Algorithm 6). First we solve the linear
program in time poly(n, m) using the interior point method [92]. Let (x∗1 , . . . , x∗m , d∗ )
be the obtained optimal solution. Clearly, d∗ ≤ OPT. We randomly construct a string
x ∈ {0, 1}m , guided by the values x∗j . More precisely, for every j ∈ [m] independently,
we set x[j] = 1 with probability x∗j . Note that x does not need to contain k ones. Let
y be any k-completion of x. The algorithm returns y.
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Clearly, the above algorithm runs in polynomial time. In what follows we bound
the probability of error. To this end we prove upper bounds on the probability that
x is far from S and the probability that the number of 1’s in x is far from k. This is
done in Lemmas 44 and 45, which can be shown using standard Chernoff-Hoeffding
bounds.
i

h

Lemma 44. It holds that Pr H(x, S) > (1 + 2 ) · OPT ≤ 14 .
Proof. For every i ∈ [n] we define a random variable Di that measures the distance
between x∗ and si by
Di =

X

X

(1 − x[j]) +

j∈[m]
si [j]=1

x[j].

j∈[m]
si [j]=0

Note that x[i] are independent binary random variables. Using linearity of the expectation we obtain


E[Di ] =


X

E

(1 − x[j])

+

j∈[m],si [j]=1

X

=

(1 − E[x[j]])



X

+

E[x[j]]

j∈[m],si [j]=0

(1 − x∗j )

X

x[j]

j∈[m],si [j]=0

j∈[m],si [j]=1

=

X

j∈[m],si [j]=1

x∗j

X

+

≤ d∗ ≤ OPT.

(4.41)

j∈[m],si [j]=0

Note that Di is a sum of m independent binary random variables Xj = 1 − x[j] when
OPT
si [j] = 1 and Xj = x[j] otherwise. Denote δ =  · 2E[D
. We apply Chernoff-Hoeffding
i]
bounds. For δ < 1 we have


Pr[Di > 1 +


2



(4.41)

i

h

· OPT] ≤ Pr Di > E[Di ] + 2 · OPT


1
OPT
≤ exp −
·
3
2E[Di ]

(4.1)

!2

= Pr [Di > (1 + δ) · E[Di ]]


!

2 · OPT
E[Di ] ≤ exp −
.
12
(4.41)

In case δ ≥ 1 we proceed analogously, using Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds (4.3) we get


Pr[Di > 1 +


2



 · OPT
· OPT] ≤ exp −
6
(4.3)

!

!

2 · OPT
≤ exp −
.
12

1>

Next, we use the union bound to get the claim
i

h

h



Pr H(x, S) > (1 + 2 ) · OPT = Pr ∃i∈[n]
2 · OPT
≤ n · exp −
12

!

≤ n · exp −

Di > 1 +

122 ln n
OPT

· OPT
12

!


2



i

· OPT
n≥3

< n−9 <

1
.
4
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h

Lemma 45. It holds that Pr |n1 (x) − k| >


2

i

· OPT ≤ 41 .

Proof. First we note that


 X

X

x[j] =

E[n1 (x)] = E

j∈[m]

E[x[j]] =

j∈[m]

X

x∗j = k.

(4.42)

j∈[m]

Pick an i ∈ [n]. Define the random variables
X

Ei =

(1 − x[j]),

X

Fi =

j∈[m],si [j]=1

x[j].

j∈[m],si [j]=0

Let Di = Ei + Fi , as in the proof of Lemma 44. By (4.41) we have
E[Ei ] ≤ E[Ei ] + E[Fi ] = E[Di ] ≤ OPT

(4.43)

E[Fi ] ≤ E[Ei ] + E[Fi ] = E[Di ] ≤ OPT

(4.44)

Both Ei and Fi are sums of independent binary random variables and we apply
OPT
Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds as follows. When 41  · E[E
≤ 1 then using (4.1) and (4.2)
i]
we obtain
1
Pr Ei − E[Ei ] >  · OPT
4
!
!
(4.1),(4.2)
1 1 2 (OPT)2
1 1 2 (OPT)2
≤
exp − ·  · 2
· E[Ei ] + exp − ·  · 2
· E[Ei ]
3 16
E [Ei ]
2 16
E [Ei ]


(4.43)
1
≤ 2 · exp − 2 · OPT ,
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otherwise



1

4

·

OPT
E[Ei ]



> 1 , using (4.3) and (4.4), we have
!

(4.3),(4.4)
1
1 1 OPT
Pr Ei − E[Ei ] >  · OPT
≤ exp − ·  ·
· E[Ei ] + 0
4
3 4 E[Ei ]

 1>


1
1 2
≤ exp −  · OPT ≤ 2 · exp −  · OPT .
12
48





To sum up, in both cases we have shown that


Pr Ei − E[Ei ] >

1

· OPT ≤ 2 · exp − 2 · OPT .
4
48






(4.45)

Similarly we show

Pr Fi − E[Fi ] > · OPT
4

 (4.1),(4.2),(4.3),(4.4),(4.44)



≤

1
2 · exp − 2 · OPT .
48




(4.46)

We see that
n1 (x) =

X
j∈[m]

x[j] = n1 (si ) −

X

(1 − x[j]) +

j∈[m],si [j]=1

X

x[j] = n1 (si ) − Ei + Fi (4.47)

j∈[m],si [j]=0
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and hence it holds
E[n1 (x)] = n1 (si ) − E[Ei ] + E[Fi ].

(4.48)

∀x, y ∈ R |x − y| > a =⇒ |x| > a/2 ∨ |y| > a/2.

(4.49)

Additionally we will use

Now we can write


Pr n1 (x) − k >
(4.47),(4.48)

=

(4.49)





(4.42)

· OPT

= Pr n1 (x) − E[n1 (x)] >









Pr Ei − E[Ei ] > 41  · OPT

(4.45),(4.46)

≤

1

2

Pr n1 (si ) − Ei + Fi − n1 (si ) + E[Ei ] − E[Fi ] >

Pr Ei − E[Ei ] > 41  · OPT

≤
≤

1

2

∨

· OPT

1

2



· OPT



Fi − E[Fi ] > 14  · OPT




+ Pr Fi − E[Fi ] > 14  · OPT

 assum.



1 2
 · OPT
4 · exp − 48





 n≥3
< 1.

≤ 4 · exp − 122
ln n
48

4

We can finish the proof of Theorem 43. By Lemmas 44 and 45 with probability
at least 1/2 both H(x, S) ≤ (1 + 12 ) · OPT and H(y, x) = |n1 (x) − k| ≤ 21  · OPT.
By the triangle inequality this implies that H(y, S) ≤ (1 + ) · OPT, with probability
at least 1/2 as required.
We conclude the section by combining Theorems 40 and 43 to get a faster PTAS.
Theorem 46. For any  > 0 we can find (1+)-approximation solution for Minimax
2
Approval Voting in polynomial time nO(1/ ·log(1/)) · mO(1) with probability at least
1 − r, for any fixed r > 0.
Proof. First we run the algorithm from Theorem 40 for d = d 1222ln n e and p = r/2.
If it reports a solution, for every d0 ≤ d we apply Theorem 40 with p = r/2 and
we return the best solution. If OPT ≥ d, even the initial solution is at distance at
most (1 + )d ≤ (1 + ) · OPT from S. Otherwise, at some point d0 = OPT and we
get a (1 + )-approximation with probability at least 1 − r/2 > 1 − r.
In the case when the initial run of the algorithm from Theorem 40 reports NO, we
just apply the algorithm from Theorem 43, again with p = r/2. With probability at
least 1−r/2 the answer NO of the algorithm from Theorem 40 is correct. Conditioned
on that, we know that OPT > d ≥ 1222ln n and then the algorithm from Theorem 43
returns a (1 + )-approximation with probability at least 1 − r/2. Thus, the answer
is correct with probability at least (1 − r/2)2 > 1 − r.
The total running time can be bounded as follows


O

?



  244 2ln n

3






⊆O

?





O(

n

ln 1/
2



) ⊆ nO( log21/ ) · poly(m).

Chapter 5
Concluding Remarks and
Open Questions
In this thesis we have shown new polynomial-time constant-factor approximation
algorithms for a few NP-hard optimization problems that model real-world issues
such as clustering and multiwinner elections.
In Chapter 2 we have shown the first constant-factor approximation algorithm for
the Ordered k-Median problem. This was achieved by adopting the less detailed
version of the analysis of the algorithm by Charikar and Li for k-Median [48] , and
hence our constants can probably be improved.
Soon after the submission of our paper [35, 36], Chakrabarty and Swamy [41, 43]
announced 18 +  and 8.5 +  approximation algorithms for Ordered k-Median and
Rectangular Ordered k-Median respectively. A few months later Chakrabarty
and Swamy [42, 44] improved an approximation constant for Ordered k-Median
to 5 + . This is quite low constant but still there is a gap to known hardness of
approximation constant. Indeed, (2 − )-approximation algorithm for Ordered kMedian would imply P = NP due to hardness of k-Center [82].
It is a challenging open problem to close approximability gaps either for k-Median
or for Ordered k-Median. Especially, it would be interesting to show hardness of
approximation for Ordered k-Median with a constant above currently best known
approximation factor for k-Median, i.e., 2.675 +  [31].
It might be interesting to see if our methods can be used for other problems
with ordered objectives. In particular, relaxing the assumption on weights being
non-increasing appears to be a natural direction for future work. Indeed, to see the
expressive power of the ordered objective function observe that the k-Median with
Outliers problem [47], which is a version of k-Median where the objective function
does not pay for the p most expensive connection costs for some fixed p, can naturally
be encoded as a version of Ordered k-Median with increasing weights. Specifically,
k-Median with Outliers is equivalent to Ordered k-Median with a sequence
of weights equal to p zeros on the lowest indices and n − p of ones on the highest
indices. For k-Median with Outliers a constant factor approximation using local
search and Lagrangian preserving multiplier property is known [49].
In Chapter 3 we have introduced a new family of clustering problems, called OWA
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k-Median, and we have shown that our problem with the harmonic sequence of
weights allows for a constant factor approximation even for general (non-metric) costs.
Hence this algorithm applies to Proportional Approval Voting as well. In the
analysis of our approximation algorithm for the Harmonic k-Median problem, we
used the fact that the dependent rounding procedure satisfies the Binary Negative
Association. Also we showed that Metric OWA k-Median can be approximated
within a factor of 93 via a reduction to Fault Tolerant k-Median with Clients
Multiplicities.
It has been shown that OWA k-Median with p-geometric weights with p < 1/e
cannot be approximated without the assumption of the costs being metric [32]. The
status of the non-metric problem with p-geometric weights with p > 1/e remains an
intriguing open problem. Another interesting direction is to study the computational
complexity of the problem with p-geometric weights in a metric space.
Finally, we believe that it is an important future direction to establish some lower
bounds for the approximability of the studied problems, in particular for the problem
of finding winners under Proportional Approval Voting.
In Chapter 4 we have shown two PTASes for the Minimax Approval Voting
problem improving the previous best 2-approximation [39] and we have constructed a
parameterized approximation scheme for Minimax Approval Voting that can be
of independent interest. Although the asymptotic worst-case complexity of a PTAS
from Theorem 43 is better than in the case of a PTAS from Theorem 39, the large
constants hidden in the exponents of the function describing the running time still
make it far from being practical. A further algorithm engineering research effort can
help to turn our ideas into a useful implementation.
There are some unanswered questions related to Minimax Approval Voting.
Our PTASes are randomized, and it seems there is no direct way of derandomizing
them. It might be interesting to find an equally fast deterministic PTAS. The second
question is whether there are even faster PTASes for Closest String or Minimax
Approval Voting. Recently, Cygan et al. [57] showed that under ETH, there is no
PTAS in time f ()·no(1/) for Closest String. This extends to the same lower bound
for Minimax Approval Voting, since we can try all values k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}.
It would be interesting to close the gap in the running time of a PTAS either for
Closest String or for Minimax Approval Voting.
Concluding, we believe that the ideas and algorithm analysis techniques developed
in this thesis will be useful in further work on approximation algorithms. Also we
hope our results will stimulate more interdisciplinary research on relations between
clustering problems and multiwinner elections.
The last comment is on the practicality of the presented results. There are examples of theoretical work which was next turned into practical software by means
of a non-trivial algorithm engineering effort. See, e.g., the algorithm of Tamaki [144]
based on the work of Bouchitte and Todinca [23], which solved all 100 instances of
exact treewidth challenge at the PACE 2017 competition [58]. Similarly, we believe
that our techniques, possibly augmented with additional ideas, may be used in an
efficient implementation. However, known hardness and lower bounds show obstacles
which any such implementation has to face.
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